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GENERAL

Legislation
.hDoBwDngBdeLnsdDonEgBnsBDffdnkDpdeBoEBngsEdUegknesBDg BreErLDgnsDonEgsH

In Switzerland, the Debt Collection and Bankruptcy Act of 1889 (DCBA) governs the 
enforcement of pecuniary claims and claims for the furnishing of security against private 
individuals and legal entities of private law. In 1994, the Act was partly revised and the 
amendments entered into force on 1 January 1997. A further amendment (which also relates 
to certain sections of the Code of Obligations and other federal acts) was enacted on 21 June 
2013, which came into force on 1 January 2014. Further amendments were enacted on 25 
September 2020 and entered into force on 1 August 2021. Finally, following the revision of 
the corporate law in the Code of Obligations, further amendments entered into force on 1 
January 2023. The DCBA is supplemented by other federal statutes, including:

• the Federal Civil Code of 10 December 1907 (the Civil Code), as amended on 1 
September 2023;

• the Federal Code of Obligations of 30 March 1911 (CO), as amended on 1 September 
2023;

• the Private International Law Act of 18 December 1987 (PILA), as amended on 1 
September 2023;

• the Federal Act Regarding Merger, Demerger, Conversion and Transfer of Assets and 
Liabilities of 3 October 2003 (the Merger Act), as amended on 1 January 2023;

• the Swiss Federal Banking Act of 8 November 1934 (SFBA), as amended on 1 January 
2023;

• the Ordinance of the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) on the 
Insolvency of Banks and Securities Dealers of 30 August 2012 (BIO-FINMA), as 
amended on 1 January 2021;

• the Federal Act on Financial Institutions of 15 June 2018 (FinIA), as amended on 1 
August 2021, in particular article 67;

• the Ordinance on Financial Institutions of 6 November 2019 (FinIO), as amended on 
23 January 2023;

• the Federal Act on Financial Services of 15 June 2018 (FinSA), as amended on 1 
August 2021;

• the Collective Investment Schemes Act of 23 June 2006, as amended on 1 January 
2023;

• the Ordinance of FINMA on the Insolvency of Collective Investment Schemes of 6 
December 2012, as amended on 1 January 2021;

• the Federal Act on the Oversight of Insurance Companies of 17 December 2004, as 
amended on 1 January 2023 (some important amendments were adopted and will 
enter into force on 1 January 2024);

• the Ordinance of FINMA on the Insolvency of Insurance Companies of 17 October 
2012, as amended on 1 January 2013;

• the Federal Insurance Contract Act of 2 April 1908, as amended on 1 September 2023;
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• the Penal Code of 21 December 1937, as amended on 1 September 2023;

• the Federal Act on the Mandatory Unemployment Insurance and the Indemnity for 
Insolvency of 25 June 1982, as amended on 1 September 2023;

• historic bankruptcy treaties of the nineteenth century, such as the Bankruptcy 
Treaty of 1825/1826 between all Swiss cantons (except Schwyz and Neuenburg) 
and the (former) kingdom of Württemberg (currently valid for the district of the 
Oberlandesgericht Stuttgart) or the Bankruptcy Treaty of 1834 between most of the 
Swiss cantons and the (former) kingdom of Bavaria on consistent handling of mutual 
citizens;

• specijc rules regarding the foreclosure of aircraft or vessels, which to a large extent 
follow the provisions of the Ordinance of the Federal Tribunal on Foreclosure of Real 
Properties of 23 April 1920, as amended on 1 January 2012;

• the Lugano Convention on the Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil 
and Commercial Matters 1988, which was replaced by the Lugano Convention 2007 
and repealed on 1 May 2011; 

• the Lugano Convention on the Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil 
and Commercial Matters of 30 October 2007 (the Lugano Convention), effective as of 
1 January 2011, which is not per se bankruptcy related but has a substantial impact 
when it comes to the enforcement of qudgments, as amended on 8 April 2016;

• the Swiss Code of Civil Procedure of 19 December 2008 (CPC), as amended on 1 
September 2023 (important amendments were adopted and will enter into force on 
1 January 2024);

• the Federal Act on Data Protection of 19 June 1992 (DPA), as amended on 1 
September 2023;

• the Federal Act on Financial Market Infrastructures and Market Conduct in Securities 
and Derivatives Trading (Financial Market Infrastructure Act) of 19 June 2015, as 
amended on 1 January 2023;

• the Ordinance on the LiVuidity of Banks of 30 November 2012 (LiVO), as amended on 
1 January 2023;

• the Ordinance on Capital AdeVuacy and Risk Diversijcation for Banks and Securities 
Dealers of 1 June 2012, as amended on 1 January 2023;

• the Ordinance on Banks and Savings Banks of 30 April 2014, as amended on 23 
January 2023;

• the Federal Act on Granting Loans and Joint Securities as a conseVuence of the 
Coronavirus of 18 December 2020 (the Covid-19 Joint Security Act), as amended on 
31 March 2023; and

• the Federal Act on the Legal Foundations for Ordinances of the Federal Council 
regarding the Mastery of the Covid-19 Pandemic of 25 September 2020 (the Covid-19 
Act), as amended on 1 January 2023.

In the case of a corporate debtor (corporations, corporations with unlimited partners, 
limited liability companies and cooperatives), insolvency proceedings are freVuently initiated 
upon the occurrence of over-indebtedness. Over-indebtedness occurs if the liabilities of the 
company are not covered by the assets on the balance sheet, irrespective of whether the 
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assets are appraised at ongoing business value or at liVuidation value. Also, insolvency 
proceedings can be initiated by a debtor (whether corporate or individual) by jling a 
declaration of illiVuidity in the sense of article 191 of the DCBA.

A debtor in bankruptcy may be any person or entity registered in the commercial register with 
one of the following capacities:

• an individual owning a business;

• a member of a partnership;

• a member with unlimited liability of a limited partnership;

• a member of the board of a partnership limited by shares;

• a partnership;

• a limited partnership;

• a company or partnership limited by shares;

• a partnership with limited liability;

• a cooperative;

• an association;

• a foundation;

• a trust;

• an investment company with variable or jxed capital (SICAH or SICAF); or

• a limited partnership for collective investments.

Excluded entities and excluded assets
.hDoBegononesBDreBePkdc e BCrEwBkcsoEwDrqBngsEdUegkqBErBreErLDgnsDonEgB
frEkee ngLsBDg B-hDoBdeLnsdDonEgBDffdnesBoEBohewHB.hDoBDsseosBDreB
ePkdc e BErBePewfoBCrEwBkdDnwsBECBkre noErsH

A debtor who is not registered in the commercial register is subqect to individual debt 
collection, but may be declared bankrupt if articles 190 to 194 of the DCBA apply.

Debt collection by means of bankruptcy proceeding is in any event excluded for taxes, duties, 
contributions, emoluments, jnes and other obligations based on public law and owed to 
public treasuries or o‘cials.

In general, all assets belonging to the debtor with a monetary value form part of the insolvent 
estate. Assets that Vualify as purely personal assets or do not Vualify for seizure are exempt 
from claims of creditors. In the case of an individual debtor, this also applies to benejts under 
a pension plan that are not yet due. Third-party assets in possession of the debtor may be 
segregated for the benejt of the third party.

Notably, insolvencies of banks, securities dealers, mortgage bond clearing houses, insurance 
companies, collective investment scheme companies (SICAFs and SICAHs, and limited 
partnerships for collective investments) and fund managers will be handled by FINMA 
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according to the special insolvency rules, as applicable. The respective rules are not 
discussed further herein.

Under the SFBA and BIO-FINMA, specijc rules apply to protect bank customer deposits and 
claims.

Public enterprises
.hDoBfrEke cresBDreBCEddE-e BngBoheBngsEdUegkqBECBDBLEUergwegoNE-ge B
egoerfrnseHB.hDoBrewe nesB EBkre noErsBECBngsEdUegoBfcpdnkBegoerfrnsesB
hDUeH

In principle, the insolvency proceedings of fully or partially government-owned enterprises 
are also governed by the procedure stated in the DCBA (ie, the same rules apply 
irrespective of whether an enterprise is owned by the government or not). The insolvency 
of government-owned banks (eg, the government-owned cantonal banks and PostFinance) 
is, like other banks and securities dealers, additionally governed by the restructuring 
and bankruptcy procedure of BIO-FINMA. For shipping and railway companies, whether 
government-owned or not, the Pledge and Compulsory LiVuidation of Railway and Shipping 
Companies Act of 1917 applies.

Federal and cantonal laws can, however, stipulate exceptions for specijc types of 
government-owned enterprises. For instance, the insolvency of entities established under 
public cantonal law is primarily governed by the Debt Collection Against Communities and 
Other Entities of Public Cantonal Law Act of 1947. The rules of the DCBA may only be 
applied subsidiarily. In particular, these entities are not subqect to the bankruptcy proceeding 
under the DCBA. Only debt collection by realising pledged property or seizure of assets is 
possible. ’owever, assets needed for fuljlling public tasks (administrative assets), including 
tax assets, may not be seized. Therefore, only the jnancial assets of the public entity can 
be seized. The Swiss Confederation and its public institutions are subqect to debt collection 
under the DCBA, but seizure is also limited to jnancial assets.

Protection for large qnancial institutions
‘DsBqEcrBkEcgorqBegDkoe BdeLnsdDonEgBoEB eDdB-nohBoheBlgDgknDdB n,kcdonesB
ECBngsonoconEgsBohDoBDreBkEgsn ere BzoEEBpnLBoEBCDnd–H

Following the bailout of UBS in 2008, various legislative proqects were initiated to avoid 
further public bailouts of banks. In the meantime, Switzerland has enacted comprehensive 
legislation. In April 2010, the two maqor Swiss banks (UBS and Credit Suisse) were identijed 
by a commission of experts as companies Ztoo big to failK in Switzerland. In 2013 and 2014, 
two other Swiss banks, the –ürcher antonalbank (November 2013) and Raiffeisen (June 
2014), were declared systemically important by the Swiss National Bank. In September 2015, 
PostFinance, a wholly owned subsidiary of the government-owned Swiss Post, was added 
as number jve to the list of systemically important banks.

During the same period, the Swiss banking law was partially revised. Systemically important 
banks were obliged to increase their eVuity and to ensure essential political economic 
functions if they go bankrupt. The new banking law provides for contingent convertible 
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bonds (CoCo bonds). More stringent reVuirements on capital, liVuidity and risk have been 
imposed to limit the risks of systemically important banks. The respective provisions 
entered into force on 1 March 2012. Pursuant to the LiVO, effective since 2012, banks are 
obliged to manage and monitor liVuidity risks appropriately. On 25 June 2014, the LiVO 
was revised and supplemented by Vuantitative liVuidity reVuirements in accordance with the 
international liVuidity standards. On 22 November 2017, the LiVO was amended again. The 
revised provisions introduced reliefs for smaller jnancial institutions regarding their liVuidity 
coverage ratios. The amendments entered into force on 1 January 2018.

On 1 November 2012, BIO-FINMA entered into force to replace the former Bank 
Bankruptcy Ordinance. BIO-FINMA consolidated the implementing provisions governing the 
restructuring and bankruptcy procedure for banks and securities dealers into a single decree. 
It completed Swiss legislation on insolvency and crisis prevention and meets international 
reVuirements. BIO-FINMA contains detailed regulations on the restructuring process, while 
the bankruptcy provisions enshrined in the former Bank Bankruptcy Ordinance were taken 
over in BIO-FINMA without substantial changes. ’owever, BIO-FINMA introduced a new 
approach to make the restructuring and bankruptcy process both rapid and effective, taking 
proper account of individual cases, and preserving legal certainty. BIO-FINMA contains 
detailed regulations on the restructuring powers available to FINMA. In particular, instead 
of restructuring an entire bank, FINMA can opt to convert debt capital into eVuity capital 
and to prescribe other corporate actions to ensure the continuation of certain core banking 
services. 

On 1 January 2013, the revised Banking Ordinance and the Capital AdeVuacy Ordinance 
entered into force. As a result, banks must comply with the new rules of the Basel Committee 
on Banking Supervision (Basel III). Moreover, big banks whose failure would considerably 
harm the Swiss economy must comply with supplementary capital and risk diversijcation 
reVuirements, as well as present an effective emergency plan to the supervisory authority. 
On 30 April 2014, the Banking Ordinance was entirely revised. This revision, together with a 
partial revision of the SFBA and the revised provisions of the Capital AdeVuacy Ordinance, 
entered into force on 1 January 2015. With the revision of the Banking Ordinance, the 
new accounting legislation (accounting standards) and the regulations regarding unclaimed 
assets were implemented. The Banking Ordinance and the Capital AdeVuacy Ordinance were 
revised on 22 November 2017 and 27 November 2019. The revised provisions introduced a 
leverage ratio and new regulations in the jeld of risk allocation. With this amendment, two 
additions to the international standards of Basel III were implemented.

Courts and appeals
.hDoBkEcrosBDreBngUEdUe HB.hDoBDreBoheBrnLhosBECBDffeDdBCrEwBkEcroBEr ersHB
iEesBDgBDffeddDgoBhDUeBDgBDcoEwDonkBrnLhoBECBDffeDdBErBwcsoBnoBEpoDngB
ferwnssnEgHBvsBohereBDBreScnrewegoBoEBfEsoBsekcrnoqBoEBfrEkee B-nohBDgB
DffeDdH

The main decision-makers involved in the enforcement of Swiss insolvency proceedings 
are the bankruptcy administrator, the creditorsK meeting or its elected administrator or 
receiver as well as the creditorsK committee, if appointed. Their decisions are subqect 
to a specijc appeal procedure before the competent court. Essentially, court decisions 
in insolvency proceedings are restricted to specijc procedural stages, namely the 
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opening, revocation, suspension and termination of a bankruptcy proceeding. Moreover, in 
composition proceedings with creditors, the composition agreement must be approved by 
the composition court. 

In particular, the court decision on the opening of a bankruptcy proceeding and on the 
approval of a composition agreement are of considerable legal and practical relevance. In 
either instance, an appeal can be jled to challenge the respective court decision before the 
court of appeal.

Against a decision on the opening of a bankruptcy proceeding (granting or reqecting the 
reVuest to open such proceeding), an appeal according to CPC and DCBA can be jled 
within 10 days of its notijcation. The parties may allege new facts provided that the facts 
had arisen before the decision of the bankruptcy court was rendered. Procedural errors 
aside, the court of appeal will only set aside the lower court decision on the opening of a 
bankruptcy proceeding if the appellant can present prima facie evidence that the appellant 
is solvent, as well as documentary evidence that, in the meantime, the debt, including interest 
costs, has been discharged, or that the amount owed has been deposited with the court of 
appeal for account of the creditor, or that the creditor has waived the conduct of bankruptcy 
proceedings. A further appeal to the Swiss Federal Tribunal is possible.

An appeal against the decision of the composition court must be jled within 10 days of 
notijcation of the parties about the composition agreement. The creditorKs right of appeal 
against the court conjrmation of the composition agreement reVuires that the creditor 
did not agree to the composition agreement and participated in the hearings before the 
composition court stating the creditorKs obqection to the composition agreement. Again, a 
further appeal to the Swiss Federal Tribunal is possible.

Provided that the appellant fuljls the statutory reVuirements, the appellant does not have to 
obtain a permission to appeal but has an ZautomaticK right of appeal by law.

The reVuirement to deposit a security (advance payment) to proceed with an appeal from a 
court order in an insolvency proceeding is governed by the CPC or the DCBA. Within these 
guidelines, the court can exercise certain discretionary powers. The reVuirement to deposit 
a security has become standard procedure.

TYPES OF LIQUIDATION AND REORGANISATION PROCESSES

Voluntary li’uidations
.hDoBDreBoheBreScnrewegosBCErBDB epoErBkEwwegkngLBDBUEdcgoDrqB
dnScn DonEgBkDseBDg B-hDoBDreBoheBeCCekosH

Corporate law provides for the possibility for legal entities to be dissolved, leading to a 
voluntary liVuidation of the business with full protection of creditorsK claims.

Companies limited by shares, partnerships limited by shares, partnerships with limited 
liability and cooperatives may be subqect to bankruptcy proceedings without prior 
enforcement proceedings in the instances set forth in the FederalCode of Obligations of 30 
March 1911 (CO) (articles 725b, 764(2), 820 and 903). A comprehensive revision of the rules 
on company law of the CO entered into force on 1 January 2023 and provides for a better 
coordination between the CO and the Debt Collection and Bankruptcy Act of 1889 (DCBA).
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The application for bankruptcy in this case is based on a demonstration of manifest (ie, not 
qust temporary) insolvency (over-indebtedness) and is to be supported by a shareholdersK 
resolution and a recently drawn up balance sheet. As such, voluntary liVuidation leads to a 
liVuidation proceeding and its effects concur with those of an involuntary liVuidation; if the 
liVuidators conclude that the company to be liVuidated is over-indebted, they must jle for 
bankruptcy. Debtors that are not otherwise subqect to bankruptcy proceedings may jle for 
bankruptcy upon declaration of insolvency (illiVuidity).

Voluntary reorganisations
.hDoBDreBoheBreScnrewegosBCErBDB epoErBkEwwegkngLBDBUEdcgoDrqB
reErLDgnsDonEgBDg B-hDoBDreBoheBeCCekosH

A composition proceeding aims to protect the debtor from the conseVuences of bankruptcy. 
It allows the debtor to postpone payment of debts or to satisfy them in total or in part 
according to a specijc plan. The composition agreement must be ratijed by the creditors. 
According to the revised DCBA, the Swiss composition procedure is designed to rehabilitate 
the company under the auspices of the court or to reorganise unsecured and unprivileged 
claims. ’owever, in some cases, composition proceeding may lead to a liVuidation of 
the company and of its assets in a more exible framework than bankruptcy proceeding. 
Over-indebtedness is no longer reVuired to initiate a composition proceeding.

The composition proceeding begins with a debt moratorium. Any debtor, whether subqect 
to a bankruptcy proceeding or not, seeking an agreement with its creditors, may initiate a 
debt moratorium proceeding by submitting to the court a reasoned application enclosing 
recent jnancial statements and a liVuidity plan together with relevant documentation 
demonstrating the debtorKs current and future jnancial status, as well as a provisional 
rehabilitation plan. Usually, the composition court will reVuest additional documentation.

A temporary debt moratorium not exceeding four months may be granted by the court 
and can be extended up to an additional four months. The court may order the necessary 
conservatory measures to protect the debtorKs assets. ’owever, the court will open 
bankruptcy proceedings if it concludes that it is unlikely that the rehabilitation or the 
conclusion of a composition agreement with creditors will succeed. At the discretion of 
the court, one or several provisional commissioners may be appointed for the temporary 
debt moratorium to assess the viability of the debtorKs proposal. Provided that all third-party 
interests remain protected, the court may abstain from giving public notice of the temporary 
debt moratorium (in which case a commissioner must be appointed). In essence, the effects 
of the temporary debt moratorium are the same as for the dejnitive debt moratorium: 

• in particular, the creditors may no longer enforce their claims against the debtor, save 
for claims secured by a mortgage; 

• civil and administrative court proceedings are stayed (with some exceptions); 

• set-off is only admitted under restrictive conditions; 

• interest on all claims (except the claims secured by a pledge) cease to accrue (unless 
provided otherwise in the composition agreement); and 

• the statute of limitation is suspended for the duration of the composition proceeding. 
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If the temporary debt moratorium shows that a rehabilitation of the debtor or conclusion 
of a composition agreement with its creditors can be expected, the court, acting ex o‘cio, 
may grant a dejnitive debt moratorium for an additional four to six months and will 
appoint one or more commissioners. The dejnitive moratorium may be extended to 12 
months and, in complex cases, 24 months upon application of the commissioner. The 
commissionerKs primary duties are to supervise the debtorKs activities and to perform the 
tasks set forth in articles 298 to 302 and 304 of the DCBA. The actual powers of the 
commissioner are determined on a case-by-case basis and can involve actual managerial 
powers. The commissioner must present interim reports at the reVuest of the composition 
court and must inform the creditors of the progress of the moratorium. Depending on 
the circumstances, the court can establish a creditorsK committee that will act as a 
supervisory body for the commissioners. The creditorsK committee should be composed 
of representatives of the various classes of creditors. Once established, the creditorsK 
committee will decide on the sale or charges of assets.

A dejnitive debt moratorium will suspend pending execution proceedings including 
bankruptcy and asset-freezing orders (but the prosecution of claims secured by a mortgage 
remains possible without the realisation of the assets). Civil and administrative litigations 
will be suspended unless the pending matter is urgent. Subqect to the express consent of the 
commissioners and provided the rehabilitation would otherwise be qeopardised, the debtor 
is entitled to terminate long-term contracts. Resulting (damage) claims of the counterparty 
will be subqect to the composition agreement.

Successful reorganisations
‘E-BDreBkre noErsBkdDssnle BCErBfcrfEsesBECBDBreErLDgnsDonEgBfdDgBDg B
hE-BnsBoheBfdDgBDffrEUe HBVDgBDBreErLDgnsDonEgBfdDgBredeDseBgEgN epoErB
fDronesBCrEwBdnDpndnoqBDg BnCBsE BngB-hDoBknrkcwsoDgkesH

In general, the DCBA allows a jnancially distressed company to seek rehabilitation under the 
protection of the court. Special rules apply to public entities and regulated businesses such 
as banks. The rehabilitation procedure is generally referred to as a composition proceeding. 
Its most signijcant feature is that it allows the debtor, with the approval of the court, to force 
its creditors to conclude a settlement agreement and make it eVually binding on dissenting 
creditors. The proceeding is designed to protect the debtor from enforcement proceedings 
(except for the realisation of collateral for claims secured by a mortgage of real property) and 
to work out a suitable offer for a composition. During the proceeding, the debtorKs business 
is generally operated under the supervision of a court-appointed commissioner. The DCBA 
provides for the possibility of a debt moratorium to give the debtor time under protection of 
the court to rehabilitate without a composition agreement involving a haircut of the claims 
being intended. Upon order of the court, this debt moratorium, which may not exceed four 
months (as an exception, it can be extended for another four months), does not reVuire public 
notijcation. In such an event, a commissioner needs to be appointed to protect third-party 
interests.

Any composition agreement must be approved by either the maqority of the admitted (ie, 
non-secured and non-priority claims) creditors representing two-thirds of the Vualifying 
claims, or one-Vuarter of creditors with at least three-Vuarters of the Vualifying claims, and 
must be approved by the composition court.
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It is essential to understand that the composition agreement under the DCBA aiming at 
reorganising the debts of the company is designed to reorganise the non-secured (including 
the portion of secured claims that remains uncovered) and non-priority creditorsK claims only 
and does not encompass a full reorganisation plan involving all creditorsK claims.

The prereVuisite for the conjrmation of the composition agreement by the court is that, 
pursuant to the jndings of the court, the proceeds to be received by the affected creditors 
must be in sound proportion to the debtorKs means. The terms of the composition agreement 
are not prescribed by law, which offers a wide variety of options and features. The court has a 
discretional power to improve composition agreements that are deemed to be insu‘cient. In 
the case of a composition agreement with a dividend payment and continuation of business, 
the eVuity holders must provide adeVuate contributions. In the case of a composition 
agreement with a liVuidation of the assets, the result of the liVuidation must be more 
favourable than in a bankruptcy.

Non-debtor parties may be released from liability as part of the agreement. In this context, 
article 303 of the DCBA specijcally rules on the duties of a creditor to maintain its rights 
against third-party debtors and provides that a creditor agreeing to a composition agreement 
must inform co-debtors and guarantors about the place and date of the creditorsK meeting 
and offer to assign its claim to them against cash payment; non-compliance with this rule 
will release the third parties from their liabilities.

Furthermore, a contractual condition may be included in the composition agreement 
according to which the agreement is only concluded if certain third parties are also released 
from their liabilities. An out-of-court settlement reVuires the approval of all creditors affected.

Involuntary li’uidations
.hDoBDreBoheBreScnrewegosBCErBkre noErsBfdDkngLBDB epoErBngoEBngUEdcgoDrqB
dnScn DonEgBDg B-hDoBDreBoheBeCCekosHBWgkeBoheBfrEkee ngLBnsBEfege BDreB
ohereBwDoernDdB nCCeregkesBoEBfrEkee ngLsBEfege BUEdcgoDrndqH

To place a debtor into an involuntary liVuidation proceeding, the creditor must have 
undergone the preliminary debt collection procedure that involves the issuance and 
notijcation of a payment order by the debt collection and bankruptcy o‘ce at the reVuest 
of the creditor, a successful setting aside of a possible obqection raised by the debtor in a 
court procedure and the petition to continue execution. Upon jling of the petition to continue 
execution, an ultimate order to pay is issued by the debt collection and bankruptcy o‘ce, 
which includes a formal bankruptcy warning notice. At this point in time, the bankruptcy 
court, at the creditorKs reVuest, may order as a protective measure the drawing up of an 
inventory of all the debtorKs assets. If the claim is not satisjed within 20 days after the service 
of the bankruptcy warning notice, the creditor can apply to the bankruptcy court to declare 
the opening of the bankruptcy over the debtor. 

A creditor may reVuest the court to declare a debtor bankrupt without prior enforcement 
proceedings if the whereabouts of the debtor are unknown, or if the debtor evades its 
liabilities, engages in fraudulent conduct, has concealed assets in a preceding debt collection 
or has ceased to make payments. 

The declaration of bankruptcy can be suspended by the court if a petition for a debt 
moratorium or an emergency moratorium is submitted. 
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The bankruptcy proceeding begins upon issuance of the bankruptcy qudgment and is to be 
conducted by the bankruptcy o‘ce; it results in a general execution upon the debtorKs assets, 
with all civil and procedural legal effects. 

The declaration of bankruptcy and the beginning of the bankruptcy proceeding have the 
following effects:

• one single bankrupt estate is formed consisting of all assets to which the debtor is 
entitled (irrespective of where they are located or whether they serve as security). 
The right to dispose of the assets is automatically transferred to the bankruptcy 
administration. The bankruptcy administration draws up an inventory of all assets 
and takes protective measures;

• other enforcement proceedings directed against the debtor are automatically 
suspended and pending litigations are generally suspended as well;

• all obligations of the debtor against the bankrupt estate become due with the 
exception of those secured by mortgages on real estate;

• except for claims secured by pledge, interest ceases to accrue against the debtor;

• claims subqect to a suspensive condition are admitted in their full amount in the 
bankruptcy;

• claims that are not for a sum of money have to be converted into a monetary claim 
of corresponding value;

• a creditor may set off its claim against a claim that the debtor has against the creditor, 
provided that the obligation was contracted bona jde prior to the opening of the 
bankruptcy; and

• the creditorsK claims are ascertained and listed in the schedule of claims by order of 
ranking and secured rights.

Involuntary reorganisations
.hDoBDreBoheBreScnrewegosBCErBkre noErsBkEwwegkngLBDgBngUEdcgoDrqB
reErLDgnsDonEgBDg B-hDoBDreBoheBeCCekosHBWgkeBoheBfrEkee ngLBnsBEfege B
DreBohereBDgqBwDoernDdB nCCeregkesBoEBfrEkee ngLsBEfege BUEdcgoDrndqH

The possibility for creditors to initiate an involuntary reorganisation over the debtor in the 
form of a composition proceeding was introduced by the DCBA revision in 1994. In practice, 
creditors do not initiate such proceedings freVuently. 

The main prereVuisite for creditors to commence an involuntary reorganisation over the 
debtor is their right to reVuest the opening of bankruptcy proceedings pursuant to article 
166 or 190 of the DCBA. In addition, the court may also stay the qudgment on the opening 
of bankruptcy proceedings of its own motion if it appears that an agreement will be reached 
with the creditors. In this case, the jle will be transferred to the composition court.

Apart from that, the reVuirements for involuntary reorganisation do not differ from those for 
voluntary reorganisation, and it is conducted through the same procedure as the voluntary 
reorganisation.
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Expedited reorganisations
iEBfrEke cresBePnsoBCErBePfe noe BreErLDgnsDonEgsB)eL BzfrefDkaDLe –B
reErLDgnsDonEgsTH

Under Swiss law, no specijc procedures exist for expedited reorganisations. The length of 
the debt moratorium period and of the composition proceeding can be considerably reduced 
based on a prior consensus with the creditors. In cases where the company has a substantial 
balance sheet, a business or other substantial assets linked to the companyKs business, the 
prepackaged deal envisaged during the compositions proceeding is freVuently discussed 
with the commissioner, or with the court that has the authority to approve the transaction, 
before the petition to facilitate prepackaged reorganisations is jled. The amended DCBA 
favours a pure debt moratorium for a period of up to eight months to rehabilitate jnancially 
distressed companies.

Unsuccessful reorganisations
‘E-BnsBDBfrEfEse BreErLDgnsDonEgB eCeDoe BDg B-hDoBnsBoheBeCCekoBECB
DBreErLDgnsDonEgBfdDgBgEoBpengLBDffrEUe HB.hDoBnCBoheB epoErBCDndsBoEB
ferCErwBDBfdDgH

A reorganisation plan may fail for the following reasons:

• a strong minority of creditors disapproves of the reorganisation and is in a position 
to preclude the twofold maqority reVuirement from being met;

• the assets are insu‘cient to fully cover the privileged creditors and the costs incurred 
by the commissioner or administrator on behalf of the estate;

• the debtor is unable to do business during the moratorium period because of a loss 
of reputation and lack of business;

• it becomes obvious to the court that the intended rehabilitation will not be achieved; 
or

• the debtor acts against the instructions of the commissioner.

If the reorganisation plan is reqected, the court will declare the debtor bankrupt. The same 
applies in the event an insolvent corporation is no longer capable of reorganisation. 

If a binding composition agreement is not fuljlled regarding a specijc creditor, the latter may 
apply to the composition court to have the agreement revoked as far as claim is concerned, 
without prequdice to the creditorKs rights.

In a dividend (or percentage) composition agreement, a creditor who has not received the 
dividend may reVuest the revocation of the composition for the creditorKs claim only and may 
demand full payment.

Finally, each creditor may apply to the composition court to revoke an agreement obtained 
by dishonest means.
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Corporate procedures
(reBohereBkErfErDoeBfrEke cresBCErBoheB nssEdconEgBECBDBkErfErDonEgHB‘E-B
 EBsckhBfrEkessesBkEgorDsoB-nohBpDgarcfokqBfrEkee ngLsH

According to articles 736 to 751 of the CO, a corporation may be subqect to an ordinary 
dissolution or liVuidation procedure that involves no intervention by the qudge or creditors. In 
that event, one or several liVuidators are in charge of the liVuidation.

LiVuidators are appointed by the shareholders or the court where the dissolution of the 
corporation is qudicially ordered. The duties of liVuidators include establishing a balance 
sheet and information regarding the creditors of the dissolution. The liVuidators terminate 
all current business before distributing the corporate assets, or the proceeds thereof, among 
the shareholders. They also give notice to the commercial register that the corporation has 
been dissolved.

All creditorsK claims must be satisjed in full before such dissolution. A blocking period of at 
least one year must be observed prior to the payment of the liVuidation dividend. An early 
distribution after three months is possible upon certijcation by a Vualijed auditor that no 
creditor or possible third-party interests are qeopardised.

As opposed to bankruptcy proceedings, corporate dissolution is not subqect to verijcation 
by the court. ’owever, if the corporation is found to be over-indebted during the liVuidation, 
the bankruptcy court will declare the corporation bankrupt.

Conclusion of case
‘E-BDreBdnScn DonEgBDg BreErLDgnsDonEgBkDsesBCErwDddqBkEgkdc e H

In the event of bankruptcy, the bankruptcy court closes the proceeding by issuing an order 
as soon as the liVuidation is jnished.

In the event of reorganisation, either a report is submitted to the qudge after the composition 
agreement has been implemented or the composition court closes the proceeding by 
releasing the successfully restructured debtor from the proceeding.

INSOLVENCY TESTS AND FILING REQUIREMENTS

Conditions for insolvency
.hDoBnsBoheBoesoBoEB eoerwngeBnCBDB epoErBnsBngsEdUegoH

Under Swiss law, the relevant test is over-indebtedness, meaning that the liabilities exceed 
the assets at going concern values and at liVuidation values. Going concern values may be 
maintained if it is demonstrated that the business operation can be continued for 12 months.

Mandatory qling
’csoBkEwfDgnesBkEwwegkeBngsEdUegkqBfrEkee ngLsBngBfDronkcdDrB
knrkcwsoDgkesH
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Over-indebtedness constitutes a special cause of bankruptcy for corporations, corporations 
with unlimited partners, limited liability companies and cooperatives.

Over-indebtedness means that the liabilities of the company are not covered irrespective 
of whether the assets are appraised at going concern values or at liVuidation values. To 
maintain going concern values, a sound cash- ow plan securing the business operation for 
a reasonable period (typically 12 months) is reVuested.

As long as at least half of the eVuity capital still exists, an adverse balance sheet does not 
trigger (yet) measures in connection with over-indebtedness. ’owever, if the previous annual 
balance sheet shows that half of the share capital and the legal reserves are no longer 
covered by the assets, the board of directors must, without delay, call a general meeting of 
shareholders and propose a jnancial reorganisation.

If there is a valid concern of over-indebtedness, an interim balance sheet must be prepared 
and submitted to the auditors for examination. If the concern is conjrmed, the company 
bodies (board of directors, liVuidators and auditors) are obliged, in the interest of the 
creditors, to notify the qudge (article 725b(3) of the Federal Code of Obligations of 30 
March 1911 (CO)) and Zdeposit the balance sheetK. When to proceed with the notijcation is 
determined based on the specijc circumstances of the case; however, in light of the recent 
court cases, the notice should be jled within a few weeks. 

’owever, according to the revised corporate law provisions, which entered into force on 1 
January 2023, the board of directors does not have to notify the bankruptcy court in the event 
of over-indebtedness, if there is a reasonable prospect of restructuring within a reasonable 
period of time, but no later than 90 days after the (audited) interim jnancial statements are 
available, provided the creditorsK claims are not additionally qeopardised. The deadline cannot 
be extended and is likely to put signijcant pressure on the board of directors to raise funds 
or jnd another suitable solution to restructure the company in a very short period. 

Notijcation of over-indebtedness may only be avoided if the balance sheet can be 
reorganised within a short time, in particular when creditors subordinate their claims to those 
of all other creditors to the extent of the over-indebtedness.

After a summary examination of the situation of over-indebtedness, the qudge declares 
the company bankrupt ex o‘cio. Despite over-indebtedness, the court may refrain from 
or postpone the declaration of bankruptcy if there are indications of the conclusion of a 
composition agreement with the company creditors; in this case, it will forward the jle to 
the composition court.

A bank that no longer fuljls the licensing reVuirements or violates its legal obligations risks 
the withdrawal of its banking licence, which inevitably results in the liVuidation of the bank. In 
these situations, or if the bank is facing insolvency, the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory 
Authority (FINMA) has authority under the Swiss Federal Banking Act of 8 November 1934 to 
order far-reaching protective measures or the restructuring of the bank. For instance, FINMA 
may appoint an independent expert investigator to examine certain matters within the bank 
or to monitor the implementation of measures imposed by FINMA. Also, FINMA may appoint 
a restructuring administrator to establish a restructuring plan. In case of liVuidation, FINMA 
appoints a liVuidator.

Finally, the new corporate law that entered into force on 1 January 2023 introduced an explicit 
duty of the board of directors to monitor the companyKs liVuidity and to take appropriate 
action to ensure the companyKs ability to pay debts as they fall due. If necessary, the board 
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of directors must take or propose additional restructuring measures to the shareholdersK 
meeting or apply for a debt restructuring moratorium.

DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS

Directors– liability j failure to commence proceedings and trading while 
insolvent
vCBfrEkee ngLsBDreBgEoBkEwwegke B-hDoBdnDpndnoqBkDgBrescdoBCErB nrekoErsB
Dg BE,kersHB.hDoBDreBoheBkEgseScegkesBCErB nrekoErsBDg BE,kersBnCBDB
kEwfDgqBkDrrnesBEgBpcsngessB-hndeBngsEdUegoH

The members of the board of directors and all persons involved in the management or 
liVuidation of the company, as well as all persons engaged in the audit of the annual account, 
are liable not only to the company, but also to the shareholders and to the companyKs 
creditors for the damage caused by an intentional or negligent violation of their duties, which 
includes articles 725 to 725c of the Federal Code of Obligations of 30 March 1911 (CO). The 
provisions regarding liability (articles 752 to 760 of the CO) also apply to the founders, organs 
or supervisors of banks.

As a further conseVuence, certain transactions conducted by the company while being 
over-indebted may be the subqect of avoidance actions (article 287 of the Debt Collection 
and Bankruptcy Act of 1889 (DCBA)) to refer the assets in Vuestion to the estate.

Criminal liability may play a role for acts that are performed while being fully aware that the 
company will not be able to pay its debts.

Directors– liability j other sources of liability
(fDroBCrEwBCDndcreBoEBldeBCErBfrEkee ngLs BDreBkErfErDoeBE,kersBDg B
 nrekoErsBfersEgDddqBdnDpdeBCErBohenrBkErfErDonEg–sBEpdnLDonEgsHB(reBoheqB
dnDpdeBCErBkErfErDoeBfreNngsEdUegkqBErBfreNreErLDgnsDonEgBDkonEgsHBVDgBoheqB
peBscpAekoBoEBsDgkonEgsBCErBEoherBreDsEgsH

In general, legal entities must satisfy their liabilities with their own assets. The personal 
liability of corporate o‘cers and directors arises only in the context of a violation of their 
duties. This also applies to public law claims, in particular social security contributions or 
withholding of taxes.

Article 754 of the CO provides that members of the board of directors or persons entrusted 
with the management or liVuidation of the corporation are liable for any damage caused 
to the corporation, its shareholders or creditors when they have intentionally or negligently 
acted in breach of their duties. This responsibility applies not only to the formally appointed 
representatives, but also to what are termed Zfactual corporate bodiesK (ie, Zshadow directorsK, 
that is, all persons who in fact decisively in uence the corporate decision-making process). 
The principles of jduciary duties are specijed in a number of statutory provisions that aim 
to protect the shareholdersK as well as the creditorsK interests. Further specijcations are set 
forth in the companyKs by-laws and organisational rules.
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Of particular interest is the duty to act in case of jnancial di‘culties or over-indebtedness 
pursuant to articles 725 to 725c of the CO. Lastly, the Swiss Penal Code sanctions reckless 
bankruptcy or mismanagement.

Directors– liability j defences
.hDoB eCegkesBDreBDUDndDpdeBoEB nrekoErsBDg BE,kersBngBoheBkEgoePoBECBDgB
ngsEdUegkqBErBreErLDgnsDonEgH

Directors and o‘cers can benejt from jve means and defences to exclude or reduce their 
liability, as follows.

• First, they only incur liability if the following prereVuisites are met: damage, breach 
of duty, causal nexus and fault. Obqecting to fault, however, is challenging as it is 
based on obqective criteria and cannot be discharged by claiming that it was the 
shareholderKs instructions.

• Second, to reduce the risk of liability, directors and o‘cers are advised to comply with 
corporate law and to take adeVuate action and precaution, especially regarding the 
protection of corporate assets and to mandatory action in case of jnancial di‘culties 
or over-indebtedness.

• Third, courts generally exercise restraint in reviewing corporate decisions if the latter 
result from a sound decision-making process, are based on pertinent information and 
made in the absence of con icts of interests (the Zbusiness qudgement ruleK). In this 
context, courts examine these reVuirements in an obqective manner, do not consider 
alternatives for action and admit liability only in cases of conduct that is reprehensible 
under criminal law or clearly in the interest of the respective director or o‘cer.

• Fourth, directors and o‘cers do not incur liability for decisions to which they opposed 
in a substantiated manner on the record.

• Fifth, they can be covered by a directorsK and o‘cersK insurance, which, tailored to 
their function and context, protects their private assets against liability and defence 
costs.

The following two general defences, however, are only partially available in the context of 
insolvency and reorganisation.

• First, discharge granted by a shareholdersK meeting is only effective for claims held 
by those who granted the discharge. As a result, claims by creditors and by the 
bankruptcy administrator remain unaffected.

• Second, indemnijcation agreements prevent liability if entered into by (individual) 
shareholders. Yet, it is debated whether this is also the case when the company 
entered into the indemnijcation agreement.

Shift in directors– duties
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iEBoheB conesBohDoB nrekoErsBE-eBoEBoheBkErfErDonEgBshnCoBoEBoheBkre noErsB
-hegBDgBngsEdUegkqBErBreErLDgnsDonEgBfrEkee ngLBnsBdnaedqHB.hegH

It is noteworthy that the duties of the board of directors relate to the specijc company 
on a stand-alone basis only. The companyKs interests must be dejned according to the 
prevailing circumstances (essentially following business qudgement). Swiss corporate law 
is based on the notion that each legal entity must protect and pursue its own interests. Cash 
management is of particular interest.

’owever, personal liability to the creditors can arise if the directors breach their duties or if 
they support actions that are subqect to challenge.

Directors– powers after proceedings commence
.hDoBfE-ersBkDgB nrekoErsBDg BE,kersBePerknseBDCoerBdnScn DonEgB
ErBreErLDgnsDonEgBfrEkee ngLsBDreBkEwwegke Bpq BErBDLDngso BohenrB
kErfErDonEgH

Under the supervision of the commissioner and at the direction of the composition court, 
the debtor may continue its business operations. ’owever, certain transactions will reVuire 
approval from the court or the creditorsK committee, if appointed. The debtor is prohibited to 
divest, encumber or pledge jxed assets, to give guarantees or to donate assets without the 
authorisation of the composition court or the creditorsK committee, respectively. Moreover, 
if the debtor contravenes the commissionerKs instructions, the court can revoke the debtorKs 
capacity to dispose of its assets or declare bankruptcy. At the discretion of the court, 
the authority to operate the business can be given to the commissioner. The court may 
deprive management of its power of disposal or make its resolutions conditional on the 
commissionerKs approval. Contracts entered into during the debt moratorium with the 
commissionerKs approval enqoy priority over pre-petition rights. Unless a creditorsK committee 
is appointed, the role of the creditors during the entire proceeding is mainly of a participative 
nature. They must jle their claims, can attend the creditorsK meeting, can approve or reqect 
the proposed composition agreement and have the right to be heard in court.

MATTERS ARISING IN A LIQUIDATION OR REORGANISATION

Stays of proceedings and moratoria
.hDoBfrEhnpnonEgsBDLDngsoBoheBkEgongcDonEgBECBdeLDdBfrEkee ngLsBErB
oheBegCErkewegoBECBkdDnwsBpqBkre noErsBDffdqBngBdnScn DonEgsBDg B
reErLDgnsDonEgsHBvgB-hDoBknrkcwsoDgkesBwDqBkre noErsBEpoDngBredneCBCrEwB
sckhBfrEhnpnonEgsH

LiVuidation

Regarding liVuidation, the opening of bankruptcy affects enforcement and legal proceedings 
in two ways. 

First, enforcement proceedings against the debtor that were already pending prior to 
bankruptcy are terminated; new enforcement proceedings relating to claims that arose 
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before the opening of bankruptcy proceedings are no longer possible (except for the 
enforcement of pledges given by third parties). The enforcement proceedings for claims 
that arose after the declaration of bankruptcy can be continued during the bankruptcy 
proceedings only by seizure or realisation of pledges.

Second, civil and administrative court proceedings to which the debtor is a party and that 
affect the bankrupt estate are stayed, with the exception of urgent matters. In ordinary 
bankruptcy proceedings they can be resumed, at the earliest, 10 days after the second 
creditorsK meeting. In summary bankruptcy proceedings, they can be resumed, at the earliest, 
20 days after the schedule of claims is issued and made available. 

Reorganisation

As a general effect of the debt moratorium in composition proceedings, all pending 
execution proceedings, including petitions for bankruptcy and asset freezing, are stayed. 
Secured creditors may, regarding charges on immovable property, initiate procedures for 
the realisation of security, but charges will not actually be realised. Except for urgent cases, 
pending civil and administrative proceedings are stayed.

Doing business 
.hegBkDgBoheB epoErBkDrrqBEgBpcsngessB crngLBDBdnScn DonEgBErB
reErLDgnsDonEgHBvsBDgqBsfeknDdBoreDowegoBLnUegBoEBkre noErsB-hEBscffdqB
LEE sBErBserUnkesBDCoerBoheBldngLHB.hDoBDreBoheBrEdesBECBoheBkre noErsBDg B
oheBkEcroBngBscferUnsngLBoheB epoEr–sBpcsngessBDkonUnonesH

Under the supervision of the commissioner and at the direction of the composition court, the 
debtor may continue its business operations. ’owever, the composition court may reVuire 
the approval of the commissioner for certain transactions. Moreover, the transactions listed 
in article 298 of the Debt Collection and Bankruptcy Act of 1889 (DCBA) will reVuire approval 
from the court or the creditorsK committee, if appointed; the debtor is prohibited to divest, 
encumber or pledge jxed assets, to give guarantees or to donate assets without the 
authorisation of the composition court or the creditorsK committee, respectively. Moreover, 
if the debtor contravenes the commissionerKs instructions, the court can revoke the debtorKs 
capacity to dispose of its assets or declare bankruptcy. At the discretion of the court, 
the authority to operate the business can exclusively be given to the commissioner. The 
court may deprive management of its power of disposal or make its resolutions conditional 
on the commissionerKs approval. Contracts entered into during the debt moratorium with 
the commissionerKs or the courtKs approval enqoy priority over pre-petition rights. Moreover, 
transactions that were approved by the composition court or the creditors committee are 
protected from clawback claims. Since 1 January 2023, transactions or payments (that 
are not subqect to the composition court or the creditors committeeKs approval) that were 
approved by the commissioner are also explicitly protected from clawback claims. Unless 
a creditorsK committee is appointed, the role of the creditors during the entire proceeding is 
mainly of a participative nature. They must jle their claims, can attend the creditorsK meeting, 
can approve or reqect the proposed composition agreement and have the right to be heard 
in court.
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Under certain conditions, it is possible to carry on business during the bankruptcy 
proceeding; however, it is not often used in practice. The debts arising out of it after 
the bankruptcy qudgement enqoy priority over pre-petition rights, provided they have been 
approved by the liVuidator.

Post-qling credit
’DqBDB epoErBngBDBdnScn DonEgBErBreErLDgnsDonEgBEpoDngBsekcre BErB
cgsekcre BdEDgsBErBkre noHB.hDoBfrnErnoqBnsBErBkDgBpeBLnUegBoEBsckhBdEDgsB
ErBkre noH

In accordance with article 204 of the DCBA, one of the main effects of bankruptcy is that the 
debtor is deprived of all rights of disposal over its assets. The administrator, however, can 
contract new obligations such as loans or credits, which may impact the free assets of the 
bankrupt estate.

Any debt contracted during the debt moratorium with the commissionerKs approval 
constitutes a debt against the assets in a composition agreement with assignment of assets 
or in a subseVuent bankruptcy proceeding and is therefore privileged.

Sale of assets
vgBreErLDgnsDonEgsBDg BdnScn DonEgs B-hDoBfrEUnsnEgsBDffdqBoEBoheBsDdeBECB
sfeknlkBDsseosBEcoBECBoheBEr ngDrqBkEcrseBECBpcsngessBDg BoEBoheBsDdeBECB
oheBegonreBpcsngessBECBoheB epoErHBiEesBoheBfcrkhDserBDkScnreBoheBDsseosB
zCreeBDg BkdeDr–BECBkdDnwsBErB EBsEweBdnDpndnonesBfDssB-nohBoheBDsseosH

Sale of assets in a reorganisation

The right of the debtor to dispose of its assets is generally preserved but restricted by the way 
in which the business activities are supervised by a commissioner. The debtor is prohibited 
to divest, encumber or pledge jxed assets, to give guarantees or to donate assets without 
the authorisation of the composition court or the creditorsK committee, respectively. Any 
such transactions, if entered into, are null and void against creditors. In some cases, the 
qudge may authorise the commissioner to conduct business instead of the debtor, which 
effectively puts the debtor under guardianship. These statutory restrictions do not affect the 
validity of transactions concluded with bona jde third parties. If the debtor refuses to follow 
the commissionerKs instructions, the court can revoke the debtorKs capacity to dispose of its 
assets or declare bankruptcy. The DCBA provides for the possibility of establishing a rescue 
company whose shares may be used, with the courtKs approval, to satisfy creditors.

Sale of assets in a liVuidation

In liVuidation, the debtor loses its right of disposal over its assets as soon as the qudge 
opens bankruptcy proceedings. Although the debtor remains the legal owner of its assets, 
the right of disposal is transferred to the administration for liVuidation purposes. As soon as 
the bankruptcy qudgment is published, any unilateral or bilateral transactions that concern 
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assets belonging to the bankrupt estate and were entered into by the debtor, and not the 
estate, are void against its creditors. ’owever, neither the payment of a promissory note to 
a bona jde creditor prior to the publication of the opening of the bankruptcy nor the sale or 
encumbrance of real estate when the restriction on the debtorKs right of disposal is not yet 
registered in the land register will be regarded as void.

Liabilities

When acVuiring immovable property, the charges and liabilities registered for that property 
will generally pass on to the acVuirer. To ascertain such charges, a special procedure will 
be conducted. The acVuirer will also inherit existing environmental liabilities subqect to 
possibility of recourse against the previous owner. Movables, however, will be transferred 
free and clear of claims. The Federal Code of Obligations of 30 March 1911 (CO) clarijes 
that a transfer of a business or part thereof in the course of a debt moratorium, a bankruptcy 
or a composition agreement with assignment of assets will not automatically result in the 
liability of the acVuirer for employees-related claims, but rather these liabilities will be passed 
on onto the acVuirer only upon explicit consent by the acVuirer.

Negotiating sale of assets
iEesBqEcrBsqsoewBDddE-BCErBzsoDdangLBhErse–Bpn sBngBsDdeBfrEke cresBDg B
 EesBqEcrBsqsoewBferwnoBkre noBpn  ngLBngBsDdesH

Stalking horse procedure

Swiss bankruptcy law does not provide for a specijc stalking horse procedure. In a 
bankruptcy or insolvency liVuidation, assets are sold by public auction or free sale, as the 
liVuidator may determine. Anyone is entitled to bid in a public auction. Generally, in the case 
of the free sale of real estate and other substantial assets, the creditors will be granted a right 
to participate in the sale process and make higher bids. While the liVuidator has substantial 
discretion in organising a free sale process, the procedure should be fair in terms of time, 
grant eVual treatment and disclose specijc conditions of the interim sale agreement.

Credit bidding in sales

The sale of assets under any DCBA enforcement procedure reVuires cash payment by the 
bidder and the sale proceeds will be distributed among the creditors according to their 
rankings. Exceptionally, monetary claims may be transferred at par value to a creditor in 
satisfaction of the eVuivalent amount. Courts have also accepted a set-off against secured 
claims in specijc circumstances, but only when it was obvious and uncontested that the 
sales proceeds would have to be handed over to the acVuiring creditor. To the extent that 
a transaction is governed by Swiss law, there is no difference whether the original secured 
creditor or an assignee of the original creditor reVuests a set-off. Private sales, which are 
typically stipulated in security contracts and which may also provide the creditor with a right 
to step in as acVuirer, are not enforceable in bankruptcy situations.
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Re(ection and disclaimer of contracts 
VDgBDB epoErBcg erLEngLBDBdnScn DonEgBErBreErLDgnsDonEgBreAekoBErB nskdDnwB
DgBcgCDUEcrDpdeBkEgorDkoHB(reBohereBkEgorDkosBohDoBwDqBgEoBpeBreAekoe HB
.hDoBfrEke creBnsBCEddE-e BoEBreAekoBDBkEgorDkoBDg B-hDoBnsBoheBeCCekoB
ECBreAekonEgBEgBoheBEoherBfDroqHB.hDoBhDffegsBnCBDB epoErBpreDkhesBoheB
kEgorDkoBDCoerBoheBngsEdUegkqBkDseBnsBEfege H

The debtor in debt moratorium proceedings is entitled to cancel onerous long-term contracts 
if their continuation would frustrate the intended rehabilitation. This early termination 
reVuires the commissionerKs approval. Compensation for early termination may be granted, 
but respective claims will be treated as ordinary creditor claims. The special provisions 
for employment contracts remain reserved. In all other cases, contracts entered into by 
the debtor prior to the commencement of the respective proceeding remain in force. By 
operation of law, specijc contracts such as mandate agreements will end with bankruptcy 
or involuntary liVuidation.

While pecuniary claims become due, non-pecuniary obligations are translated into pecuniary 
claims. Special rules apply for Zsynallagmatic contractsK (contracts that involve contractual 
obligations by both parties) that have not or only partially been fuljlled at the time of the 
opening of the insolvency proceeding. Pursuant to article 211 of the DCBA, bankruptcy 
administrators can decide whether they (in lieu of the debtor who has lost its rights to 
dispose over assets and contractual rights) want to fuljl such contracts. The law does not 
specify within what period the decision should be made. As a conseVuence, the discretion 
to Zcherry pickK can create legal uncertainty for the parties involved. Contractual clauses to 
avoid uncertainty may be considered. As a matter of law, discretion is excluded in cases of 
contracts that need to be performed at a specijc date or of jnancial future, swap and option 
transactions if the value of the contractual performance can be determined by market price. 
If the administrator chooses to continue with the contract, the adversary party may reVuest 
security for its performance and decline performance if insu‘cient security is provided.

Claims resulting from contracts or breach of contracts, respectively, that are fuljlled with 
the administratorKs approval enqoy privileged treatment. In contrast, claims resulting from 
contracts that were entered into or fuljlled without the administratorKs approval are treated 
as ordinary creditor claims.

Intellectual property assets 
’DqBDgBvbBdnkegsErBErBE-gerBoerwngDoeBoheB epoEr–sBrnLhoBoEBcseBoheBvbB-hegB
DBdnScn DonEgBErBreErLDgnsDonEgBnsBEfege HBGEB-hDoBePoegoBwDqBvbBrnLhosB
LrDgoe Bcg erBDgBDLreewegoB-nohBoheB epoErBkEgongceBoEBpeBcse H

Bankruptcy does not result per se in a termination of ongoing agreements, and respective 
claims that are incurred up to the date of jrst ordinary termination of the expiry of 
the contract term can be submitted, whereby benejts accruing to the creditor must be 
accounted for. The bankruptcy administrator is entitled to step into a contract that has not 
or only partly been fuljlled. Therefore, if considered benejcial for the estate, the bankruptcy 
administrator will select a continued performance of the licence agreement, which will result 
in a privileged treatment of the accepted claims. If the administrator opts not to step in, the 
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contract party can reVuest appropriate security for further performance, and if not provided 
terminate the agreement.

It is controversial how the monetary and the non-monetary claims resulting from the licence 
agreement (the latter will have to be converted into monetary claims) are actually treated in 
the proceeding. It is generally (but not universally) accepted that article 211(2) of the DCBA 
is a procedural rule only so that contractual clauses addressing termination should take 
precedence. Such clauses, however, will be tested against voidance rules. During the debt 
moratorium, the debtor is entitled to terminate long-term contracts with the commissionerKs 
approval if their continuation would impede the debtorKs rehabilitation. Compensation for 
early termination must be granted, but the respective claim for damages will only be treated 
as an ordinary creditorKs claim.

Personal data 
.hereBfersEgDdBngCErwDonEgBErBkcsoEwerB DoDBkEddekoe BpqBDBkEwfDgqBngB
dnScn DonEgBErBreErLDgnsDonEgBnsBUDdcDpde BDreBohereBDgqBresornkonEgsBngBqEcrB
kEcgorqBEgBoheBcseBECBohDoBngCErwDonEgBErBnosBorDgsCerBoEBDBfcrkhDserH

The sale of personal information or customer data collected by an insolvent company in the 
course of an insolvency proceeding is not restricted by Swiss insolvency provisions but has 
to be in compliance with the general rules of the Federal Act on Data Protection of 19 June 
1992 (DPA), as amended on 1 September 2023. The DPA allows, under certain conditions, 
the sale of personal information or customer data to a third party. Moreover, article 242b 
of the DCBA provides for a right to handover the data to third parties who have a legal or a 
contractual right to the data in the bankruptcy estate.

Arbitration processes 
‘E-BCreScegodqBnsBDrpnorDonEgBcse BngBdnScn DonEgBErBreErLDgnsDonEgB
frEkee ngLsHB(reBohereBkeroDngBoqfesBECB nsfcoesBohDoBwDqBgEoBpeB
DrpnorDoe HBVDgB nsfcoesBohDoBDrnseBDCoerBoheBdnScn DonEgBErBreErLDgnsDonEgB
kDseBnsBEfege BpeBDrpnorDoe B-nohBoheBkEgsegoBECBoheBfDronesH

Given the extensive international exposure of the Swiss economy, arbitration issues often 
arise in collective enforcement proceedings with a Swiss context. The availability of and 
the limitations to arbitration in connection with insolvency proceedings are the subqect of 
ongoing legal discussion. The admissibility of arbitration is largely dependent on the nature 
of the specijc dispute and on whether the bankruptcy trustee or receiver is bound by a given 
pre-existing arbitration clause. Whereas for Swiss international arbitration (where the seat of 
arbitration is in Switzerland but at least one party is domiciled abroad) a matter is arbitrable if 
the dispute involves Zan economic interestK (article 177(1) of the Private International Law Act 
of 18 December 1987 (PILA)), in Swiss domestic arbitration the test is whether the parties are 
free to dispose of the rights of the dispute (article 354 of the Swiss Code of Civil Procedure of 
19 December 2008). In the jrst case the concept is of a liberal nature but restricted by public 
policy, while in the second cases limitations are set by the mandatory rules of collective 
enforcement. Despite the liberal concept of arbitrability in Swiss international and domestic 
arbitration law, certain types of insolvency and insolvency-related proceedings cannot be 
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brought before an arbitral tribunal. This relates in particular to actions that exclusively 
aim at enforcing debts, such as the creditorKs application to the court to (dejnitively or 
provisionally) set aside the debtorKs obqection in summary proceedings (articles 80 to 84 of 
the DCBA). It also applies to proceedings that are considered as purely related to insolvency 
proceedings, such as the opening of bankruptcy or the challenge of the schedule of claims. 
Because arbitration proceedings may only replace ordinary qudicial proceedings, but not 
(administrative) enforcement proceedings, only actions under the DCBA of substantive 
nature (such as the action for contested claims in composition proceedings pursuant to 
article 315 of the DCBA) are considered as arbitrable. It is disputed among the Swiss scholars 
whether actions with a re exive effect on substantive law (such as clawback claims pursuant 
to articles 285 to 292 of the DCBA), are arbitrable. While the Swiss insolvency scholars 
exclude the arbitrability of such actions, the Swiss arbitration scholars plead the contrary; 
the Federal Supreme Court has not ruled on this issue. 

Although still a matter of debate, it seems widely established that an arbitration clause 
entered into by the debtor before the start of the insolvency proceeding remains binding on 
the trustee or receiver absent specijc limitations in the arbitration agreement (however, this 
does not affect the Vuestion whether the award can or must be recognised in the bankruptcy 
or composition proceeding of the party to the arbitration). Likewise, the trustee or receiver 
may enter into new arbitration agreements during the course of the insolvency proceeding.

In domestic arbitration, the arbitral tribunal may stay all pending actions pursuant to 
article 207 of the DCBA until the second creditorKs meeting (except for urgent matters). In 
Swiss international arbitration, the relevant procedural rules adopted for the proceeding are 
decisive. It is suggested that in any event arbitration proceedings should take into account 
the insolvency of the party and allow for su‘cient time for the trustee (or the respective 
creditors) to familiarise itself with the claim.

CREDITOR REMEDIES

Creditors– enforcement
(reBohereBfrEkessesBpqB-hnkhBsEweBErBDddBECBoheBDsseosBECBDBpcsngessBwDqB
peBsen e BEcosn eBECBkEcroBfrEkee ngLsHB‘E-BDreBoheseBfrEkessesBkDrrne B
EcoH

Apart from the ordinary liVuidation procedure that may be reVuested by shareholders, it is 
possible to liVuidate a business outside the bankruptcy process by merger, demerger or 
transfer of assets and liabilities. This is specijcally provided for by the Federal Act Regarding 
Merger, Demerger, Conversion and Transfer of Assets and Liabilities of 3 October 2003. Full 
creditor protection is reVuired in these cases.

Unsecured credit
.hDoBrewe nesBDreBDUDndDpdeBoEBcgsekcre Bkre noErsHB(reBoheBfrEkessesB
 n,kcdoBErBonweNkEgscwngLHB(reBfreNAc LwegoBDooDkhwegosBDUDndDpdeH

A simple reVuest by the creditor to the debt collection o‘ce at the debtorKs domicile or 
registered o‘ce su‘ces to commence enforcement proceedings of a monetary claim. Upon 
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receipt of the debt collection reVuest, the debt collection o‘ce issues a summons to pay. 
The debtor can jle an obqection within 10 days of notijcation without giving any reasons. 
This forces the creditor to set aside the obqection and, depending on the evidence at hand, 
to:

• institute ordinary legal action to prove the claim; or

• reVuest, in a summary proceeding: 

• the enforcement of an enforceable qudgment rendered by a Swiss court, by a foreign 
court or by an arbitral tribunal that can be recognised and enforced in Switzerland, in 
which case the court will dejnitively set aside the obqection; 

• the enforcement of a debt acknowledgment that is established by way of a notarial 
deed; or 

• to set aside in a provisional manner the obqection made by the debtor against the 
payment order to continue the enforcement proceedings if the claim is evidenced by a 
written debt acknowledgement duly signed by the debtor (which can be incorporated 
in a bilateral agreement under certain circumstances).

Considerable case law has been developed to establish what Vualijes as written debt 
acknowledgement duly signed by the debtor. If the debtorKs obqection is temporarily set aside, 
the debtor can resort to ordinary legal action to Vuash the summary decision. 

A fast-track proceeding is available to creditors who hold on to a bill of exchange or a cheVue.

If the debtor neither pays nor obqects to the payment order in a timely manner, or if the 
creditor has successfully set aside the obqection raised by the debtor, the creditor is entitled 
to apply for the continuation of the enforcement proceeding after 20 days, at the earliest, 
upon service of the summons to pay. If successful, the creditor may then continue the 
debt collection proceeding by jling a bankruptcy petition, or, if the debtor is not subqect to 
bankruptcy proceedings, to have the debt collection o‘ce seize enough of its assets to cover 
the claim (other creditors who jle their own reVuest for continuation within 30 days upon 
seizure will participate in the proceeds realised from seized assets). A new debt collection 
proceeding must be started if the proceeding is not continued within one year upon service 
of the payment order, not counting the period spent in court to set aside the obqection.

Whereas the purpose of bankruptcy proceeding is to realise all assets of the debtor to satisfy 
out of the proceeds the claims of all creditors in accordance with their secured rights and 
priorities, the seizure procedure is for individual creditors and aims at realising only certain 
assets of the debtor.

Pre-qudgment attachment proceeding

A special asset freeze proceeding is provided for under articles 271 et seV of the Debt 
Collection and Bankruptcy Act of 1889 (DCBA). Freezing orders are available to both local 
and foreign creditors, but subqect to specijc prereVuisites. The application for freezing order 
must be jled with the court at the place where a debt collection against a debtor can be 
initiated or where the asset is located. It will be granted in an ex parte summary proceeding, 
upon demonstrating prima facie evidence of a liVuid and due but unsecured monetary claim. 
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The creditor must further establish, based on prima facie evidence, where the assets to be 
attached are located; Zjshing expeditionsK are not allowed. If reVuested by the creditor, the 
court may issue freezing orders for the entire territory of Switzerland and there is no need to 
obtain several orders if the assets were kept in different local districts.

Freezing orders can be directed against assets located in Switzerland that belong to debtors 
residing abroad. Unless other grounds of attachment apply, the claims in this case must be 
based on an enforceable court decision, arbitral award or a debt acknowledgement or must 
at least be su‘ciently connected to Switzerland. In the context of the Lugano Convention 
on the Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters of 
30 October 2007 (the Lugano Convention), the freezing order is recognised as the protection 
measure to be provided for in article 47(2) of the Lugano Convention. Swiss law provides for 
the possibility for the debtor to jle a pre-petition protection letter to challenge an ex parte 
application for a freezing order.

The effects of a freezing order are to provisionally secure assets for the specijc creditor. The 
freezing order is subqect to posterior court reassessment upon challenge by the debtor. The 
creditor is liable for damages resulting from an unqustijed attachment and must, to maintain 
the attachment, pursue the enforcement proceedings (validation of the attachment) in 
a timely manner. As the assets are merely provisionally secured during the attachment 
proceedings, the assets may be subseVuently seized in parallel attachment or enforcement 
proceedings, or both. In this case, the proceedings are coordinated once one of the creditors 
is entitled to reVuest the proper seizure of the assets. If the assets were already seized and 
enforced in enforcement prior to the issuance of the freezing order, the freezing order only 
affects the surplus of the assets seized that is not distributed to the other creditors.

CREDITOR INVOLVEMENT AND PROVING CLAIMS

Creditor participation
icrngLBoheBdnScn DonEgBErBreErLDgnsDonEg B-hDoBgEonkesBDreBLnUegBoEB
kre noErsHB.hDoBweeongLsBDreBhed BDg BhE-BDreBoheqBkDdde HB.hDoB
ngCErwDonEgBreLDr ngLBoheBD wngnsorDonEgBECBoheBesoDoe BnosBDsseosBDg BoheB
kdDnwsBDLDngsoBnoBnsBDUDndDpdeBoEBkre noErsBErBkre noErs–BkEwwnooeesHB.hDoB
DreBoheBdnScn DoEr–sBrefErongLBEpdnLDonEgsH

The opening of the bankruptcy proceeding is publicly announced by the bankruptcy o‘ce as 
soon as it has been determined whether ordinary or summary proceedings will be adopted. 
The publication contains:

• personal information on the debtor and the time of the declaration of bankruptcy;

• a call for the creditors of the debtor and all persons having assets in the debtorKs 
possession to jle such claims with the bankruptcy o‘ce within one month of the 
publication (including evidence);

• the order to debtors of the bankrupt company to report to the bankruptcy o‘ce within 
the same period, subqect to criminal law conseVuences in case of non-compliance;

• the order to persons in possession of items belonging to the debtor, as holders of 
security rights or for other reasons, to hand over such items to the bankruptcy o‘ce; 
and
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• if the bankruptcy proceeding is conducted in an ordinary procedure (which is, in 
practice, not very freVuent), the invitation to attend the jrst creditorsK meeting, which 
takes place at the latest 20 days after the publication. Bankruptcy proceedings 
conducted in a summary procedure do not hold creditorsK meetings; in such cases, 
the bankruptcy o‘ce sends out circular letters to the creditors and calls for a vote 
when necessary by setting a deadline for the creditors who wish to oppose to the 
resolution to jle an opposition in writing.

If the bankruptcy is conducted in an ordinary procedure, the jrst creditorsK meeting makes 
the jrst decisions relating to the liVuidation and the option of appointing a creditorsK 
committee that will supervise the administration of the bankruptcy.

In the jrst creditorsK meeting, the bankruptcy o‘cer must provide a report on the inventory 
and the bankrupt estate.

A second creditorsK meeting is held after the claims are accepted or reqected in the creditorsK 
schedule of claims. Upon presentation of the administratorKs report, it determines the further 
course of the proceedings. The report includes a comprehensive presentation of the assets, 
the creditorsK claims and the status of the proceedings. Additional creditorsK meetings will be 
called upon motion of one-Vuarter of the creditors, or of the creditorsK committee or at the 
discretion of the bankruptcy o‘cer. A jnal comprehensive report must be submitted to the 
court by the bankruptcy o‘cer upon close of the proceeding.

A creditor may pursue a claim or a remedy that the bankruptcy estate holds against third 
parties if the maqority of the admitted creditors decided not to pursue the claim or remedy, 
the bankruptcy o‘cer has offered the assignment of the rights of the bankrupt estate to 
pursue this claim or remedy, and the creditor has reVuested the assignment of these rights 
with the bankruptcy o‘cer pursuant to article 260 of the Debt Collection and Bankruptcy Act 
of 1889 (DCBA).

The reporting obligations of the insolvency administrator include a comprehensive report on 
the jnancial situation of the debtor on the occasion of the creditorsK meeting and a report 
to the court as to the approval of the proposed composition agreement. In addition, annual 
status reports must be submitted to the court by the liVuidator in cases where the liVuidation 
exceeds one year. This report must be pre-approved by the creditorsK committee. In addition, 
a conclusive jnal report must be prepared and approved by the court.

If the bankruptcy is conducted in summary procedure, the creditors usually take all decisions 
in writing, upon receipt of a letter to the creditors sent by the bankruptcy o‘ce.

During liVuidation, additional reports will often be provided by the insolvency administrator 
to the creditors.

In essence, similar rules apply to a liVuidation proceeding pursuant to a composition 
agreement with assignment of assets. A creditorsK committee is usually appointed in these 
proceeding.

Creditor representation
.hDoBkEwwnooeesBkDgBpeBCErwe B)ErBrefresegoDonUeBkEcgsedBDffEngoe TB
Dg B-hDoBfE-ersBErBresfEgsnpndnonesB EBoheqBhDUeHB‘E-BDreBoheqBsedekoe B
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Dg BDffEngoe HB’DqBoheqBreoDngBD UnsersBDg BhE-BDreBohenrBePfegsesB
Ccg e H

The DCBA provides for the possibility for the court to appoint a creditorsK committee 
during the dejnitive debt moratorium. The commissioner must then report to the creditorsK 
committee, which has supervisory authority. In particular, the creditorsK committee will 
authorise transactions during the debt moratorium involving the sale or charge of jxed 
assets, the provision of security or transactions without receiving consideration. 

In the event of bankruptcy conducted in ordinary procedure (this possibility is excluded 
in bankruptcy conducted in summary procedure), the DCBA provides for the possibility to 
appoint a creditorsK committee at the jrst creditorsK meeting. In the case of a composition 
agreement with liVuidation, the appointment takes place at the creditorsK meeting approving 
the composition agreement. The election is done with a head count of the claims, each 
creditor having one vote only, irrespective of the amount of the claim and whether the claim 
is prioritised. One-Vuarter of the known creditors must be present to Vualify. In the case of a 
composition agreement, the head count applies as well, but it is disputed whether the same 
Vualijcations apply as for the approval of the composition agreement or the reVuirements as 
they apply in a bankruptcy. In a bankruptcy situation, the creditorsK committee is composed 
of three to jve creditors or their (legal) representatives and ensures that the interests 
of all creditors are preserved. The committee has no executive power, but its decisions 
must be implemented by the bankruptcy administration. It is not possible for creditors who 
disagree to challenge decisions of the creditorsK committee regarding transactions subqect 
to authorisation pursuant to article 298 of the DCBA. 

The creditorsK committee regularly has the following tasks:

• supervising the activities of the bankruptcy administration, addressing Vuestions 
submitted and obqecting to any measures that contravene the creditorsK interest;

• authorising that the debtor may continue to run its business or trade, and under what 
conditions;

• approving invoices and authorising the continuation of court proceedings and the 
conclusion of settlements and arbitration agreements; and

• obqecting to claims in the bankruptcy that the administration has admitted.

In a composition agreement with liVuidation of assets, the liVuidator acts under the control 
and supervision of the creditorsK committee. The creditorsK committee deals with the tasks 
set forth under the bankruptcy regime (above) and is assigned the following additional 
responsibilities:

• complaints by creditors regarding the liVuidation of assets can be brought before this 
supervisory authority;

• approval of the creditorsK claims schedule;

• decisions on the timing and procedure of asset liVuidation;

• renouncement to pursue contested or otherwise di‘cult claims;

• approval of the reports presented by the liVuidator; and

• decision on payments of interim dividends.
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Additional authority and tasks may be stipulated in the composition agreement.

The members of the creditorsK committee are compensated in accordance with a specijc 
tariff and subqect to court approval. Advisers may be retained but it is uncertain whether the 
(modest) rates of the tariff apply.

Enforcement of estate–s rights
vCBoheBdnScn DoErBhDsBgEBDsseosBoEBfcrsceBDBkdDnw BwDqBoheBkre noErsBfcrsceB
oheBesoDoe–sBrewe nesHBvCBsE BoEB-hEwB EBoheBCrcnosBECBoheBrewe nesBpedEgLHB
VDgBoheqBpeBDssnLge BoEBDBohnr BfDroqH

If the bankrupt estate lacks su‘cient free assets to conduct the bankruptcy proceeding, 
the proceeding will be terminated unless the necessary funds to cover the costs of the 
bankruptcy proceedings are provided by the creditors (article 230 of the DCBA). 

If the insolvency administrator with the support of the maqority of the admitted creditors 
decides not to pursue a claim, each creditor is entitled to reVuest the assignment of rights 
of the bankrupt estate to pursue. The creditors who have received the rights assigned can 
pursue the claims at their own risk and costs. If successful, the proceeds (after deduction 
of the costs) are used to satisfy the claims of those creditors who have pursued the claim 
relative to their amounts and ranking.

Claims 
‘E-BnsBDBkre noEr–sBkdDnwBscpwnooe BDg B-hDoBDreBoheBonweBdnwnosHB‘E-B
DreBkdDnwsB nsDddE-e BDg BhE-B EesBDBkre noErBDffeDdHBVDgBkdDnwsBCErB
kEgongLegoBErBcgdnScn Doe BDwEcgosBpeBrekELgnse HB(reBohereBfrEUnsnEgsB
EgBoheBorDgsCerBECBkdDnwsBDg BwcsoBorDgsCersBpeB nskdEse HB‘E-BDreBoheB
DwEcgosBECBsckhBkdDnwsB eoerwnge H

Creditors must submit their claims to the debt collection and bankruptcy o‘ce within a 
month after the public announcement of the opening of the bankruptcy. If jled late but prior 
to the closing of the bankruptcy proceedings, the claim is nonetheless formally admissible. 
The bankruptcy authority examines each claim jled and undertakes the necessary inVuiries 
for their verijcation. It invites the debtor to comment on each claim. The bankruptcy authority 
is expected to draw up the plan for the order of the creditors (schedule of claims) within 60 
days, a time limit that in practice is extended regularly. The schedule of claims contains all 
claims retained, including a statement of charges where the assets comprise real property. 
The schedule of claims also indicates which claims have been reqected and why. As long 
as the creditors have constituted a creditorsK committee, the schedule of claims and the 
statement of charges are submitted to it for approval.

A creditor can appeal against the reqection of the claim jled by challenging the schedule of 
claims in court proceedings within 20 days upon the publication of the schedule of claim. A 
creditor may also challenge the admission of another creditorKs claim in court if the creditor 
can establish that its interest or the interest of the bankruptcy estate are violated by the 
admission of the other creditorKs claim. 
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Provided the maqority of the creditors decided not to pursue a claim that belongs to the 
bankruptcy estate, the bankruptcy authority may assign the rights to conduct a proceeding 
in connecting with a claim of the bankruptcy estate to any creditor who reVuests it in 
accordance with article 260 of the DCBA. The assignee will act in its own name and at its 
own risk to recover the claim. If the creditor is successful, the proceeds may be used to 
pay off the creditorKs claim irrespective of its ranking or privilege and to reimburse the costs 
incurred. Should a balance subsist after this, it will be proportionally distributed among the 
creditors according to the schedule of claims.

With some minor exceptions stated in the DCBA and in the Federal Code of Obligations of 
30 March 1911 (CO) that prohibit the assignment of specijc claims, creditors are generally 
entitled to assign their own claims (ie, the claims they jled in the insolvency proceedings) 
to a third party. A partial assignment, however, may not be misused to amend the original 
voting rights allocated to a specijc claim. In addition, contractual agreements may stipulate 
restrictions regarding assignment. Only a creditor duly registered is considered as being a 
creditor in the insolvency proceedings, including for distribution. ’ence, any assignment of 
claim from one admitted creditor to a third party should be notijed to the bankruptcy o‘cer 
or liVuidator. As a conseVuence of the (notijed) assignment, the assignee assumes the legal 
status of the creditor. Regardless of whether the assignee acVuired a claim at a discount, the 
assignee may register the claim for its full-face value.

Contingent claims (ie, those that have not materialised but are subqect to a post-petition 
or bankruptcy opening event) will be fully recognised in a liVuidation but the liVuidation 
proceeds allocated to those claims may not be received by the creditor until the event has 
materialised. In the case of a composition agreement, the court decides if and to what 
extent contingent liabilities will be admitted. Claims for unliVuidated amounts are admitted 
in liVuidation proceedings provided the cause of the claim is established prior to bankruptcy 
or the beginning of the composition proceeding. The amount of the claim to be admitted is 
subqect to the verijcation process described above. In the case of a composition agreement, 
the court decides if and to what extent contingent liabilities or unliVuidated amounts will be 
admitted for the purposes of voting on the composition agreement.

For a composition agreement with assignment of assets, similar rules apply as for 
bankruptcy. Claims already submitted for the preceding debt moratorium do not have to be 
rejled.

Regarding the interest, a creditor may, in principle, only claim for the interest that had accrued 
by the date of the opening of the bankruptcy proceedings. As an effect of the opening of 
bankruptcy proceedings, interest ceases to accrue against the debtor. ’owever, an exception 
is made for claims secured by pledge. For these types of claims, interest continues to accrue 
until the realisation of the respective collateral, provided the proceeds exceed the amount 
of the claim and the interest that had accrued by the date of the opening of bankruptcy 
proceedings.

Set-off and netting
GEB-hDoBePoegoBwDqBkre noErsBePerknseBrnLhosBECBseoNECCBErBgeoongLBngBDB
dnScn DonEgBErBngBDBreErLDgnsDonEgHBVDgBkre noErsBpeB efrnUe BECBoheBrnLhoB
ECBseoNECCBenoherBoewfErDrndqBErBferwDgegodqH
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With respect to any claim a bankrupt debtor has against a creditor, the latter can exercise a 
right of set-off. The right of set-off is, however, excluded if:

• a debtor of the bankrupt debtor became a creditor only after the opening of the 
bankruptcy proceeding (except if such debtor only fuljls an obligation that was 
pre-existing at the time of the opening of the bankruptcy or if debts of the bankrupt 
are satisjed by using collateral made available by such a third-party debtor);

• a creditor of the bankrupt debtor became a debtor of the bankrupt debtor or the 
bankrupt estate only after the opening of the bankruptcy; or

• the claim to be set off results from unpaid capital contributions.

Set-off against claims generally occurs when the creditor establishes that the rights were 
acVuired bona jde prior to the adqudication of bankruptcy. The set-off is voidable when the 
debtor of a bankrupt debtor has acVuired, prior to the opening of bankruptcy but knowing 
about the insolvency of the counterparty (the debtor to become bankrupt), a claim against 
it, with the goal to obtain by way of set-off an advantage for itself or a third party to the 
prequdice of the assets in bankruptcy (article 214 of the DCBA). The same provisions apply 
to composition proceedings.

While there is some room for cherry-picking by the administration regarding the performance 
of unfuljlled contracts in general concerning netting, the administratorKs right to decide 
whether to perform contracts concluded by the bankrupt party is excluded under Swiss law 
(article 211 of the DCBA) in respect of contracts to be performed at a jxed date as well as in 
respect of forward, swap and option contracts, provided the value of the obligations yet to be 
performed can be determined on the basis of a market or stock exchange price. Swiss law 
further provides that both the administration and the solvent counterparty have the right to 
claim the difference between the agreed value of the contractual obligations and their market 
or stock exchange value on the date of the opening of bankruptcy proceedings, which will 
enable the set-off of the claim arising from the liVuidation procedure against any debt of the 
other party (as Swiss law allows the set-off of claims that came into existence prior to the 
bankruptcy qudgment).

Modifying creditors– rights
’DqBoheBkEcroBkhDgLeBoheBrDgaB)frnErnoqTBECBDBkre noEr–sBkdDnwHBvCBsE B-hDoB
DreBoheBLrEcg sBCErB EngLBsEBDg BhE-BCreScegodqB EesBohnsBEkkcrH

The DCBA (and the CO in case of an absolute subordination) clearly dejnes the ranking of 
claims. In bankruptcy or liVuidation proceedings, the decision on the ranking of a claim is 
part of the adqudication process in the schedule of claims. Any creditor whose claim has 
been reqected in part or totally or was not allocated the rank reVuested can challenge the 
decision by initiating court proceedings against the bankrupt estate. Similarly, a creditor may 
challenge in court the admission of another creditorKs claim (article 250 of the DCBA).

Priority claims
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(fDroBCrEwBewfdEqeeNredDoe BkdDnws B-hDoBDreBoheBwDAErBfrnUndeLe BDg B
frnErnoqBkdDnwsBngBdnScn DonEgsBDg BreErLDgnsDonEgsHB.hnkhBhDUeBfrnErnoqB
EUerBsekcre Bkre noErsH

All creditors that dispose of claims against the bankrupt debtor can participate in the 
bankruptcy proceedings. No restrictions exist as to nationality, qurisdiction or territory, but 
secured creditors always enqoy priority over unsecured creditors. Article 219 of the DCBA 
sets up three classes of unsecured creditors for the distribution out of the proceeds of the 
entire remainder of the bankrupt estate:

• jrst class  unpaid claims of employees that arose or became due no more than 
the six months prior to the opening of bankruptcy proceedings, but not exceeding 
(currently) 148,200 Swiss francs, and claims arising from premature dissolution of the 
employment relationship because of the opening of bankruptcy proceedings against 
the employer and the restitution of deposited securities; insurance policyholders may 
avail themselves of their rights granted by the federal legislation and may enforce 
claims in connection with professional welfare institutions; outstanding pension plan 
contributions to be paid by the employer; claims for maintenance and assistance 
derived from family law that arose during the six months prior to the opening of 
bankruptcy proceedings and that are to be performed by payments of money;

• second class  unpaid social security contributions; certain claims of persons whose 
assets were entrusted to the debtor as holder of parental power; deposits with banks 
kept in the name of the depositor (or short-term bonds) up to 100,000 Swiss francs; 
and

• third class  all other claims.

Taxes are not prioritised and the privilege for HAT claims was abolished as of 1 January 2014.

Employment-related liabilities 
.hDoBewfdEqeeBkdDnwsBDrnseB-hereBewfdEqees–BkEgorDkosBDreBoerwngDoe B
 crngLBDBresorckocrngLBErBdnScn DonEgHB.hDoBDreBoheBfrEke cresBCErB
oerwngDonEgHB)(reBewfdEqeeBkdDnwsBDsBDB-hEdeBngkreDse B-hereBdDrLeB
gcwpersBECBewfdEqees–BkEgorDkosBDreBoerwngDoe BErB-hereBoheBpcsngessB
keDsesBEferDonEgsHT

Employment contracts are not automatically terminated upon opening of a bankruptcy, 
liVuidation or composition proceeding; they need to be terminated in accordance with the 
contractual termination terms. ’owever, the employee may reVuest early termination unless 
the payment of compensation for future services is adeVuately secured. In the case of a 
complete or partial transfer of business, the buyer can decide whether it wants to continue 
the employment. If the employment is continued after the transfer, there will be a qoint and 
several liability with the seller for the acVuirer in connection with employment claims only if 
the acVuirer agreed to it. The rules relating to mass dismissals do not have to be observed 
in the case of a bankruptcy or composition proceeding. Generally, pensions plan schemes in 
Switzerland are operated independently of the employerKs business. The pension fund enqoys 
jrst-class privilege for unpaid contributions.
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Pension claims
.hDoBrewe nesBePnsoBCErBfegsnEgNredDoe BkdDnwsBDLDngsoBewfdEqersBngB
ngsEdUegkqBErBreErLDgnsDonEgBfrEkee ngLsBDg B-hDoBfrnErnonesBDooDkhBoEB
sckhBkdDnwsH

The Swiss pension and social security system is operated by entities that are legally 
independent of employers. Claims under occupational pension schemes (second pillar) 
enqoy jrst-class priority, and claims of all the other social insurance institutions are satisjed 
in the second class. The status of the occupational pension scheme does not only apply to 
outstanding premiums but to all claims by the scheme against the insolvent employer (eg, 
salary claims).

If an occupational pension scheme suffers a cover shortage and the employer becomes 
insolvent, the contract between the occupational pension scheme and the employer will 
be terminated. A cover shortage is given when the pension benejts of a pension scheme 
are no longer covered in full (100 per cent) by the pension scheme assets. In this case, 
the occupational pension scheme is obliged to conduct a partial liVuidation and the cover 
shortage is proportionally passed on to the insured persons. ’owever, such reductions are 
only permitted in non-mandatory occupational pension provision (pillar 2b).

Environmental problems and liabilities
.hereBohereBDreBegUnrEgwegoDdBfrEpdews B-hEBnsBresfEgsnpdeBCErB
kEgorEddngLBoheBegUnrEgwegoDdBfrEpdewBDg BCErBrewe nDongLBoheB DwDLeB
kDcse HB(reBDgqBECBoheseBdnDpndnonesBnwfEse BEgBoheBngsEdUegkqB
D wngnsorDoErBfersEgDddq Bsekcre BErBcgsekcre Bkre noErs BoheB epoEr–sB
E,kersBDg B nrekoErs BErBEgBohnr BfDronesH

Swiss legislation on insolvency does not provide for specijc environmental-related 
provisions. Pursuant to the Federal Environmental Protection Act of 7 October 1983 (EPA), 
which applies in principle also to insolvency proceedings, the operator of an establishment 
or an installation that represents a special risk to the environment is liable for the loss or 
damage arising from effects that occur when this risk is materialised (article 59a of the 
EPA). This applies to parties who acVuire the establishment or operation from an insolvent 
estate. A director, o‘cer, liVuidator or other person entrusted with the debtor companyKs 
management or liVuidation may (indirectly) be held liable for damages caused to the debtor 
company or its creditors if it has intentionally or negligently acted in breach of its duties 
dejned by environmental law. Subqect to specijc situations (eg, factual corporate bodies), 
there is no mechanism that directly shifts liability to a secured or unsecured creditor or any 
other third party.

Liabilities that survive insolvency or reorganisation proceedings
iEBDgqBdnDpndnonesBECBDB epoErBscrUnUeBDgBngsEdUegkqBErBDBreErLDgnsDonEgH

The balance of the claims that are admitted in the schedule of claims in a bankruptcy 
proceeding that are not satisjed following the distribution of the proceeds will be 
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incorporated in a loss certijcate. If the debtor recognised the claim, the loss certijcate 
Vualijes as a debt acknowledgement. The statute of limitation period for the loss certijcate 
is 20 years.

Claims that form part of a reorganisation proceeding will be consummated by the payment 
plan and the composition agreement becomes binding on all creditors whose claims either 
arose before the granting of the debt moratorium or have arisen without the receiverKs 
consent and all respective enforcement proceedings are terminated (article 310 of the 
DCBA).

If the composition agreement is not fuljlled, respective creditors may apply to the court to 
have the agreement revoked (article 316 of the DCBA).

Liabilities secured by mortgages on real estate and similar registered assets will be passed 
on to the purchaser.

Distributions
‘E-BDg B-hegBDreB nsornpconEgsBwD eBoEBkre noErsBngBdnScn DonEgsBDg B
reErLDgnsDonEgsH

Upon receipt of the proceeds of the entire bankrupt estate and after the schedule of claims 
has become dejnitive, the bankruptcy administration prepares the distribution plan and the 
jnal account. All costs for the opening and carrying out of the bankruptcy proceedings and 
for the drawing up of the inventory are paid jrst, directly out of the proceeds. The distribution 
list and the jnal account are made available for inspection at the enforcement o‘ce for 10 
days. Interim dividend payments can be made.

Secured creditors have a preferential right to be paid out of the proceeds of the realisation 
of their collateral. They participate as unsecured creditors to the extent of a shortfall of the 
collateral.

Each creditor receives a certijcate of loss in respect of the unsatisjed amount of its claim. 
This is an o‘cial certijcation of the loss incurred by the creditor, which entitles the creditor 
to subseVuently initiate new proceedings against the debtor on this basis. The statute of 
limitation period for the loss certijcate is 20 years.

SECURITY

Secured lending and credit )immovables
.hDoBfrngknfDdBoqfesBECBsekcrnoqBDreBoDaegBEgBnwwEUDpdeB)reDdTBfrEferoqH

A debtor may provide its creditors with a variety of forms of security and Vuasi-security 
interests. The subqect matter of charges on immovable property is real estate pursuant to 
article 655(2) of the Federal Civil Code of 10 December 1907 (the Civil Code). A real estate 
security interest can be established in only two ways: as a mortgage or as a real estate 
bond. Detailed provisions regulate these different types of security interests. Such Zreal estate 
security interestK must be recorded in the land register.
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Real estate interest may only be established for a specijed amount of the claim denominated 
in Swiss currency. If the amount of the claim is not or cannot yet be determined, the parties 
can jx a maximum amount. Likewise, interest charges need to be jxed by the parties and 
are subqect to the permissible maximum interest rate jxed by cantonal legislation.

As an alternative to the real estate bond, a paperless register bond has been established. The 
paperless register bond comes into existence with an entry in the land register.

Secured lending and credit )movables
.hDoBfrngknfDdBoqfesBECBsekcrnoqBDreBoDaegBEgBwEUDpdeB)fersEgDdTB
frEferoqH

Regarding movable property, there are different options to secure a claim:

• right of retention (security interest)  a right to satisfy a claim by enabling a creditor 
(with the consent of the debtor) to retain and sell movable property or securities that 
are in the creditorKs possession and that the creditor would otherwise be obliged to 
surrender. The creation and continuation of the right of retention is dependent upon 
possession of the movables. If the debtor fails to fuljl its obligation, the creditor may, 
if it is not su‘ciently secured, realise the retained asset, following prior notijcation of 
the debtor, in the same manner as a pledge; and

• pledges  to secure a present or future claim, movable goods can also be pledged. 
Delivery of possession of the specijc movables to the creditor or to a third person 
holding the pledge for the creditor is a prereVuisite.

The two security rights differ primarily in that the right of pledge is usually based on a 
contract, whereas the right of retention is also of statutory nature and can therefore be 
applied without a specijc contract:

• retention of title  freVuently, general business terms and conditions will provide for 
a retention of title by the seller of goods until the purchase price is fully paid. It is 
necessary for the parties to explicitly agree upon a retention of title and the goods 
concerned have to be registered item by item in the Public Retention Title Register 
(article 715 of the Civil Code). Swiss law presumes that the possessor of goods is the 
legal owner. The registration does not prevent a transfer of the property title to a third 
party that acts in good faith. The entitled creditor is, however, protected in the case of 
seizure of the goods or bankruptcy of the debtor; the monitoring of the register of title 
retention is cumbersome, with the conseVuence that this security instrument is not 
widely used. If movable property arrives in Switzerland and is subqect to a reservation 
of title validly established abroad but for which the reVuirements of Swiss law are 
not yet satisjed, the retention of title will remain effective in Switzerland for a period 
of three months (article 102(2) of the Private International Law Act of 18 December 
1987);

• jduciary transfer of property title  in practice, full property title of an asset is often 
vested in the creditor (or a third party) with the understanding that the asset serves 
as security only. A jduciary relationship is thereby created, by which the holder of the 
property enqoys the legal position of a proprietor, but the transfer is connected with 
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the (implied or explicit) contractual obligation to act in the best interest of the principal 
and to return the property once the contractual obligations are met; and

• person-related securities  the creditor may seek an undertaking from a third party 
to pay the debt (or secure the specijc performance) of the primary debtor. Types of 
such undertakings are:

• undertaking of a guarantee (article 111 of the Federal Code of Obligations of 30 March 
1911 (CO)); and

• undertaking as a suretyship (articles 492 et seV of the CO). Because of the strict 
formalities to be observed in the case of a suretyship and its similarity to a guarantee, 
the parties must be attentive when employing these security instruments. The 
suretyship must in all cases specify the maximum amount of liability and must be 
recorded in a notarised deed if issued by a natural person.

CLAWBACK AND RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Transactions that may be annulled
.hDoBorDgsDkonEgsBkDgBpeBDggcdde BErBseoBDsn eBngBdnScn DonEgsBDg B
reErLDgnsDonEgsBDg B-hDoBDreBoheBLrEcg sHB.hEBkDgBDooDkaBsckhB
orDgsDkonEgsH

Swiss law explicitly provides that the bankrupt estate includes everything that can be 
the subqect of an avoidance action (also referred to as clawback claim)  similar rules 
exist for individual enforcement proceedings. Certain transactions that were concluded 
pre-bankruptcy can be challenged and set aside by the court with the effect that specijc 
assets of the debtor will be retransferred to the estate and the creditor is left with the claim 
it had prior to receiving the debtorKs assets.

Three different types of transactions are voidable:

• gifts and eVuivalent transactions;

• certain transactions concluded while the debtor was over-indebted such as providing 
a security for an unsecured debt without prior obligations to do so, satisfying a 
monetary claim other than by usual methods of payment and paying claims that are 
not yet due. The transaction will not be set aside if the benejciary can demonstrate 
that it was not aware of the critical jnancial status of the debtor and was not bound 
to know; and

• transactions concluded knowing that they are disadvantageous to creditors in 
general, or transactions concluded for the benejt of individual creditors (fraudulent 
conveyance).

A considerable number of court decisions have admitted clawback claims and ordered the 
restitution of the debtorKs assets. As a result, lendersK risks have substantially increased for 
pre-petition transactions. 
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The same rules apply for a composition agreement in liVuidation proceedings. In the case of 
a reorganisation, the court may consider the impact and remedy of illicit transactions when 
asked to approve the composition agreement. Transactions that occurred during the debt 
moratorium may not be challenged if duly approved by the creditorsK committee, the court 
or the commissioner.

E’uitable subordination
(reBohereBDgqBresornkonEgsBEgBkdDnwsBpqBredDoe BfDronesBErBgEgNDrw–sBdegLohB
kre noErsB)ngkdc ngLBshDrehEd ersTBDLDngsoBkErfErDonEgsBngBngsEdUegkqBErB
reErLDgnsDonEgBfrEkee ngLsH

Article 286, paragraph 3 and article 288, paragraph 2 of the Debt Collection and Bankruptcy 
Act of 1889 (DCBA) provide for a shift of the burden of proof for closely related persons, 
such as directors of the board, controlling shareholders and other closely related persons, 
including, in particular, group companies. When these persons received assets from the 
debtor prior to being declared insolvent, they (and not the claimant) must prove that the 
respective transaction was at armKs length or that there was no intent to harm other creditors.

Lender liability
(reBohereBDgqBknrkcwsoDgkesB-hereBdeg ersBkEcd BpeBhed BdnDpdeBCErBoheB
ngsEdUegkqBECBDB epoErH

Generally, as long as the lender is not a member of the board of directors and does not 
commit an act that Vualijes as a tort claim, the lender should not be held liable for the 
insolvency of a debtor. ’owever, if the lender acted de facto as a director, in other words 
took management decisions on behalf of the debtor, the lender may be considered a de facto 
director and be held liable if the acts of the lender lead to a damage. Also, the repayments of 
the claims that the debtor owes to the lender may be subqect to clawback claims depending 
on the circumstances.

GROUPS OF COMPANIES

Groups of companies
vgB-hnkhBknrkcwsoDgkesBkDgBDBfDregoBErBD,dnDoe BkErfErDonEgBpeB
resfEgsnpdeBCErBoheBdnDpndnonesBECBscpsn nDrnesBErBD,dnDoesH

Neither Swiss corporate nor insolvency law provides for a formal legal framework for groups 
of companies. Swiss law assumes that each legal entity acts on its own. In principle, each 
company is obliged to protect and pursue its own interests independently of the interest 
of the controlling party and, in principle, the shareholderKs duty is limited to paying the 
share capital that has been subscribed. A parent or a‘liated corporation or natural person 
may, however, become responsible for the liabilities of a subsidiary if undue in uence on 
the decision-making process of the subsidiary is exerted and the position of a material 
or factual corporate body is assumed. Often, contractual undertakings are entered into, 
such as primary or accessory guarantees, undertakings as direct co-obligor or letters of 
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responsibility. Case law has developed for parental liability based on qustijed reliance by third 
parties on the business conduct of the parent company supporting the subsidiary. On fairly 
rare occasions, the piercing of the corporate veil doctrine is applied when it is considered 
abusive to claim legal independence of a company. In such abusive, rare cases, a court may 
decide to order the distribution of group company assets without regard to the assets of the 
individual corporate entities involved. A court may not intervene in the allocation of assets 
for the benejt of another group company.

Combining parent and subsidiary proceedings
vgBfrEkee ngLsBngUEdUngLBDBkErfErDoeBLrEcf BDreBoheBfrEkee ngLsBpqBoheB
fDregoBDg BnosBscpsn nDrnesBkEwpnge BCErBD wngnsorDonUeBfcrfEsesHB’DqB
oheBDsseosBDg BdnDpndnonesBECBoheBkEwfDgnesBpeBfEEde BCErB nsornpconEgB
fcrfEsesH

Except for accounting rules applied in a group context, Swiss statutory law does not provide 
a formal legal framework for groups of companies. Swiss law assumes each legal entity 
acts on its own. In principle, each company is obliged to protect and pursue its own 
interests independently from the interest of the controlling party. Therefore, insolvency 
proceedings are conducted separately. There is no pooling of assets and liabilities for a 
corporate group. ConseVuently, assets may not be transferred from an administration in 
Switzerland to another administration. Occasionally, for the purpose of coordination, the 
same administrator is appointed in a group situation. Assets located in Switzerland can, 
however, be marshalled by the foreign administrator pursuant to the Swiss mini-bankruptcy 
proceeding. It may be assumed that orders, decrees or qudgments in bankruptcy proceedings 
under Chapter 11 of Title 11 of the United States Code regarding a foreign ultimate parent 
company of a Swiss subsidiary will not be enforced against the Swiss subsidiary by Swiss 
courts as, from a Swiss law perspective, insolvency procedures must be brought before the 
court at the place of the relevant insolvency procedure. If the board of directors of the Swiss 
subsidiary takes an action based on these orders, decrees or qudgments, this may lead to civil 
law or criminal liability (or both) under Swiss law. Jurisdictions clauses may have no effect 
either; however, there is no case law regarding the remote effect of Chapter 11 proceedings.

INTERNATIONAL CASES

Recognition of foreign (udgments
(reBCErenLgBAc LwegosBErBEr ersBrekELgnse BDg BngB-hDoBknrkcwsoDgkesHB
vsBqEcrBkEcgorqBDBsnLgDoErqBoEBDBoreDoqBEgBngoergDonEgDdBngsEdUegkqBErBEgBoheB
rekELgnonEgBECBCErenLgBAc LwegosH

Switzerland is a signatory to the Lugano Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of 
Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters 1988, and to the revised Lugano Convention 
on the Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters 
of 30 October 2007 (the Lugano Convention), which entered into force on 1 January 2011. 
In proceedings regarding the enforcement of qudgments, the courts of the contracting 
state in which the qudgment has been or is to be enforced according to the Lugano 
Convention have exclusive qurisdiction. The Lugano Convention aligns Switzerland with the 
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EU system of qurisdiction and enforcement of qudgments throughout Europe and includes 
the new member states of the European Union. The provisions of the Debt Collection 
and Bankruptcy Act of 1889 (DCBA) are aligned with the Lugano Convention. ’owever, 
bankruptcy proceedings relating to the winding-up of insolvent companies or other legal 
persons, qudicial arrangements, compositions and analogous proceedings are excluded from 
the scope of application of the Lugano Convention.

If the Lugano Convention does not apply, the provisions of the Private International Law Act of 
18 December 1987 (PILA) will determine the conditions of recognition of a foreign qudgment 
and the effects of this recognition in Switzerland.

Likewise, a Swiss bankruptcy decree does not deploy its effects automatically outside 
Switzerland; if the debtor is domiciled in Switzerland and there are assets abroad, article 
197(1) of the DCBA provides that all sizeable assets owned by the debtor at the time of 
the opening of the bankruptcy proceedings, irrespective of where they are located, form one 
sole estate (the bankrupt estate). ’owever, the extraterritorial effect of the Swiss bankrupt 
estate depends on whether and to what extent the foreign state where the assets are 
located recognises the Swiss bankruptcy decree. Therefore, the inclusion of foreign assets 
in the Swiss bankrupt estate is only possible if the foreign authorities recognise the Swiss 
bankruptcy decree (as is the case in Germany, for example).

If the debtor is domiciled abroad and part of the debtorKs assets are located in Switzerland, 
the PILA reVuires the foreign bankruptcy decree to be recognised in Switzerland for the 
foreign bankruptcy estate to have access to these assets. The PILA provides for basic rules 
for the recognition in Switzerland of foreign bankruptcy decrees or orders for a composition 
with creditors or similar proceedings and has been revised with effect as of 1 January 
2019 to modernise the existing framework, increase international cooperation and simplify 
enforcement of foreign bankruptcy decrees in Switzerland. In accordance with the provisions 
of the PILA, a foreign bankruptcy decree can be recognised, provided that the following 
prereVuisites are met:

• proper qurisdiction of the foreign court (at the debtorKs country of residence or domicile 
or, for non-Swiss residents, at the centre of debtorKs main interest (COMI));

• enforceability of the foreign bankruptcy decree;

• observation of minimal due process standards; and

• no violation of Swiss public policy.

Since the revision of the PILA, the reciprocal recognition of bankruptcy decrees in the country 
where the bankruptcy decree was issued is no longer reVuired. To be recognised, the reVuest 
must be jled with the court at the location of the assets in Switzerland. If successful, the 
recognition of the foreign bankruptcy decree subqects the debtorKs assets in Switzerland 
to the conseVuences of Swiss law (the DCBA). As a result of this, an ancillary bankruptcy 
proceeding (which is referred to as a Zmini-bankruptcyK proceeding) is opened for the assets 
located in Switzerland; the mini-bankruptcy proceeding is then conducted by the Swiss 
bankruptcy o‘cer. A schedule of claims must be established with respect to these assets. 
The proceeding neither provides for a creditorsK meeting nor a supervisory committee. The 
Swiss schedule of claims only includes secured creditors and unsecured privileged creditors 
domiciled in Switzerland. After distribution of the proceeds according to the schedule of 
claims, any balance will be remitted to the foreign bankrupt estate or to those creditors who 
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are entitled to it. ’owever, the balance will only be remitted after recognition of the foreign 
schedule of claims by the Swiss court. The Swiss court will examine whether the ordinary (ie, 
unsecured and not privileged) claims of Swiss creditors have been properly admitted in the 
foreign (main) proceeding. With certain restrictions, Swiss assets can thus be marshalled for 
the main foreign proceeding. Provided there are no secured creditors or unsecured privileged 
creditors domiciled in Switzerland involved, and the Swiss domiciled creditors are adeVuately 
treated in the foreign bankruptcy proceeding, the court may decide upon a special reVuest 
of the applicant that no mini-bankruptcy proceeding is reVuired and the Swiss-domiciled 
creditors must jle their claims in the foreign bankruptcy proceedings. In this case, foreign 
bankruptcy administration may, in compliance with Swiss law, exercise all powers to which 
it is entitled under the law of the state in which the bankruptcy is opened; in particular, it 
may transfer assets abroad and conduct proceedings. These powers do not include the 
performance of sovereign acts, the use of coercive measures or the right to decide disputes.

Alternatively, if the debtor is domiciled abroad but runs a business operation in Switzerland, 
the Zbranch bankruptcyK according to article 166(2) of the PILA and article 50 of the DCBA 
must be followed. The local and foreign creditors of the Swiss business operation (but only 
to the extent that these claims derive from operations of this branch o‘ce) can enforce 
their respective claims against the debtorKs assets located in Switzerland, which can lead to 
a specijc branch bankruptcy proceeding. ’owever, the initiation of this branch proceeding 
is only possible until the recognition of the foreign bankruptcy decree against the foreign 
debtor in Switzerland.

Also, debtors domiciled abroad may elect special domicile in Switzerland for the 
performance of an obligation with the conseVuence that they become subqect to Swiss 
enforcement for that obligation (article 50(2) of the DCBA).

Another possibility to recognise and enforce a foreign qudgment is a freezing order according 
to article 271 of the DCBA. A freezing order, however, ceases to apply once the foreign 
bankruptcy administration or another bankruptcy creditor successfully reVuests the opening 
of a mini-bankruptcy proceeding.

In the case of an insolvency of a foreign bank with assets in Switzerland, the Swiss Financial 
Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) has far-reaching authority to recognise the foreign 
decree and to possibly cooperate with the foreign administrator.

UNCITRAL Model Laws
‘DUeBDgqBECBoheBMRVvGj(tB’E edBtD-sBEgBVrEssNuEr erBvgsEdUegkqBpeegB
D Efoe BErBnsBD EfonEgBcg erBkEgsn erDonEgBngBqEcrBkEcgorqH

The UNCITRAL Model Law has not been adopted by Switzerland, but its development is 
closely observed by the Swiss legislator.

The latest revision of the PILA focuses on increased international cooperation and 
simplijed enforcement of foreign bankruptcy decrees in Switzerland. In particular, the former 
reVuirement of reciprocal recognition of bankruptcy decrees has been relinVuished and the 
concept of COMI (with certain limitations) has been introduced for the recognition of foreign 
bankruptcy decrees.
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In the case of an insolvency of a foreign bank with assets in Switzerland, FINMA has 
far-reaching authority to recognise the foreign decree and to possibly cooperate with the 
foreign administrator.

Foreign creditors
‘E-BDreBCErenLgBkre noErsB eDdoB-nohBngBdnScn DonEgsBDg BreErLDgnsDonEgsH

In Swiss main proceedings, foreign creditors enqoy the same recognition as domestic 
creditors. Regarding Swiss secondary proceedings (mini-bankruptcy) over the assets of a 
foreign bankrupt company, there are certain privileges in favour of secured creditors and 
unsecured privileged creditors domiciled in Switzerland in connection with the assets located 
in Switzerland.

Cross-border transfers of assets under administration
’DqBDsseosBpeBorDgsCerre BCrEwBDgBD wngnsorDonEgBngBqEcrBkEcgorqBoEB
DgBD wngnsorDonEgBECBoheBsDweBkEwfDgqBErBDgEoherBLrEcfBkEwfDgqBngB
DgEoherBkEcgorqH

Swiss statutory law does not provide a formal legal framework for groups of companies. 
Swiss law operates under the assumption that each legal entity acts on its own. In principle, 
each company is obliged to protect and pursue its own interests independently from the 
interest of the controlling party. Therefore, insolvency proceedings are conducted separately. 
There is no pooling of assets and liabilities for a corporate group. ConseVuently, assets may 
not be transferred from an administration in Switzerland to an administration abroad. Assets 
located in Switzerland can, however, be marshalled by the foreign administrator, pursuant to 
the rules applicable to the Swiss mini-bankruptcy proceeding; if no such ancillary proceeding 
is reVuired and the court conjrms that the proceeding is not reVuired in the particular 
case, the foreign administrator may transfer the assets located in Switzerland directly to the 
foreign bankruptcy estate.

COMI
.hDoBoesoBnsBcse BngBqEcrBAcrns nkonEgBoEB eoerwngeBoheBVW’vB)kegoreBECB
wDngBngoeresosTBECBDB epoErBkEwfDgqBErBLrEcfBECBkEwfDgnesHBvsBohereBDB
oesoBCEr BErBDgqBePfernegkeB-noh B eoerwngngLBoheBVW’vBECBDBkErfErDoeBLrEcfB
ECBkEwfDgnesBngBqEcrBAcrns nkonEgH

In Switzerland, debt enforcement and bankruptcy proceedings can exclusively be initiated at 
the registered seat of a debtor company as re ected in the commercial register. In contrast to 
the European Regulation on insolvency proceedings, which is based on the principle of COMI 
(article 3 of EC 1346/2000), Swiss law focuses on the formal criterion of the registered seat 
according to the theory of incorporation. ’owever, with the latest revision of the PILA in the 
chapter regarding the recognition of foreign bankruptcy decrees, the concept of COMI (with 
certain limitations) has been introduced for the recognition of foreign bankruptcy decrees.
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Cross-border cooperation
iEesBqEcrBkEcgorq–sBsqsoewBfrEUn eBCErBrekELgnonEgBECBCErenLgBngsEdUegkqB
frEkee ngLsBDg BCErBkEEferDonEgBpeo-eegB EwesonkBDg BCErenLgBkEcrosB
Dg B EwesonkBDg BCErenLgBngsEdUegkqBD wngnsorDoErsBngBkrEssNpEr erB
ngsEdUegknesBDg BresorckocrngLsHB‘DUeBkEcrosBngBqEcrBkEcgorqBreCcse BoEB
rekELgnseBCErenLgBfrEkee ngLsBErBoEBkEEferDoeB-nohBCErenLgBkEcrosBDg BnCB
sE BEgB-hDoBLrEcg sH

The Swiss legal system provides for recognition of foreign insolvency proceedings, in 
particular pursuant to the rules of the mini-bankruptcy proceeding (articles 166 to 175 of 
the PILA). The latest revision of the PILA focused on increasing international cooperation 
and simplijed enforcement of foreign bankruptcy orders in Switzerland. The PILA explicitly 
states that the authorities and o‘cial bodies may coordinate their actions with each other, 
and with foreign authorities, if the proceedings have a certain connection. In the course of a 
Swiss mini-bankruptcy (a secondary proceeding), so far coordination is to a certain degree 
formalised. On an informal basis, certain exchanges of information court-to-court may be 
arranged on a case-by-case basis. Once the insolvency proceeding is opened, the insolvency 
administrator will handle the proceeding. A Swiss administrator must marshal the assets 
worldwide; the administratorKs authority abroad will be determined by the law of the country 
concerned. On that level, pragmatic solutions are often sought.

Orders, decrees or qudgments of foreign insolvency proceedings (eg, US Chapter 11 
proceedings) concerning a foreign co-debtor have no direct effect on the Swiss obligor and 
may not be enforced by Swiss courts.

FINMA acts in court capacity regarding institutions regulated under the Swiss Federal 
Banking Act of 8 November 1934. FINMA may recognise an insolvency decree issued by 
the court of actual (instead of registered) domicile of the debtor. The Ordinance of the Swiss 
Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) on the Insolvency of Banks and Securities 
Dealers of 30 August 2012 (BIO-FINMA) reVuires that the actions taken are coordinated with 
foreign authorities.

Some historic international bankruptcy treaties that were entered into by certain (but not 
all) Swiss cantons also need to be consulted to see whether different rules of cross-border 
cooperation apply:

• Bankruptcy Treaty of 12 December 1825 and 13 May 1826 with the (former) ingdom 
of Württemberg;

• Treaty with the (former) ingdom of Bavaria of 11 May and 27 June 1834; and

• Treaty with the (former) ingdom of Saxony of 4 and 18 February 1837.

Cross-border insolvency protocols and (oint court hearings
vgBkrEssNpEr erBkDses BhDUeBoheBkEcrosBngBqEcrBkEcgorqBegoere BngoEB
krEssNpEr erBngsEdUegkqBfrEoEkEdsBErBEoherBDrrDgLewegosBoEBkEEr ngDoeB
frEkee ngLsB-nohBkEcrosBngBEoherBkEcgornesHB‘DUeBkEcrosBngBqEcrBkEcgorqB
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kEwwcgnkDoe BErBhed BAEngoBheDrngLsB-nohBkEcrosBngBEoherBkEcgornesBngB
krEssNpEr erBkDsesHBvCBsE B-nohB-hnkhBEoherBkEcgornesH

Cross-border protocols are increasingly used in international insolvency cases but are dealt 
with at the insolvency administratorKs level. Sweden was one of the jrst countries to adopt 
a cross-border protocol. A Swedish administrator was the jrst to conclude a cross-border 
protocol with a Swiss administrator.

Winding-up of foreign companies
.hDoBnsBoheBePoegoBECBqEcrBkEcros–BfE-ersBoEBEr erBoheB-ng ngLNcfBECB
CErenLgBkEwfDgnesB EngLBpcsngessBngBqEcrBAcrns nkonEgH

The courtsK powers to order the winding-up of foreign companies doing business in 
Switzerland is limited to the following four scenarios.

• First, under the PILA, a foreign bankruptcy decree can be recognised by a Swiss court, 
which subqects the debtorKs assets located in Switzerland to Swiss law, namely to the 
DCBA. This is referred to as the mini-bankruptcy proceeding. After distribution of the 
proceeds according to the Swiss schedule of claims, any balance will be remitted 
to the foreign bankrupt estate or to entitled creditors. ’owever, this balance will 
only be remitted after recognition of the foreign schedule of claims by the Swiss 
court. The Swiss court will examine whether the ordinary (ie, unsecured and not 
privileged) claims of Swiss creditors have been properly admitted in the foreign 
(main) proceeding. With certain restrictions, Swiss assets can thus be marshalled 
for the main foreign proceeding. No mini-bankruptcy proceeding is reVuired if there 
are no secured creditors or unsecured privileged creditors domiciled in Switzerland 
involved (however, the applicant must seek for the courtKs authorisation to refrain from 
undergoing a mini-bankruptcy proceeding), and the Swiss domiciled creditors will be 
treated appropriately in the foreign bankruptcy proceeding. In this case, the foreign 
bankruptcy administration may, in compliance with Swiss law, exercise all powers to 
which it is entitled under the law of the state in which the bankruptcy is opened; in 
particular, it may transfer assets abroad and conduct proceedings. These powers do 
not include the performance of sovereign acts, the use of coercive measures or the 
right to decide disputes.

• Second, if a foreign company runs a business operation in Switzerland, the Zbranch 
bankruptcyK pursuant to article 166(2) of the PILA and article 50 of the DCBA is to be 
followed. According to the maqority view, branch o‘ces are considered as business 
operations irrespective of their registration with the commercial register. The local 
and foreign creditors of the Swiss business operation (but only to the extent that 
such claims derive from operations of the branch o‘ce) can enforce their respective 
claims against the debtorKs assets located in Switzerland. This can lead to a specijc 
Zbranch bankruptcyK bankruptcy proceeding, which is however only possible until 
the recognition of the foreign bankruptcy decree against the foreign company in 
Switzerland. Similarly, in case of failures in the organisation of the branch o‘ce, the 
courts may, as ultima ratio only, dissolve the branch o‘ce and order its liVuidation 
pursuant to article 50 of the DCBA (article 731b of the Federal Code of Obligations of 
30 March 1911).
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• Third, foreign companies may elect special domicile in Switzerland for the 
performance of an obligation, which subqects them to Swiss debt enforcement for 
that obligation (article 50(2) of the DCBA). A Swiss place of performance or forum 
selection generally does not establish this special domicile, except for the place of 
payment in case of a bill of exchange.

• Fourth, if foreign companies own assets located in Switzerland proceedings can 
be initiated where the assets are located. This applies to assets securing claims 
(article 51 of the DCBA) or subqect to a freezing order (articles 52 and 271 of 
the DCBA). Freezing orders, however, cease to apply once the foreign bankruptcy 
administration or another bankruptcy creditor successfully reVuests the opening of a 
mini-bankruptcy proceeding. In case of an insolvency of a foreign bank with assets in 
Switzerland, FINMA has far-reaching authority to recognise the foreign decree and to 
possibly cooperate with the foreign administration.

UPDATE AND TRENDS

Trends and reforms
(reBohereBDgqBewerLngLBoreg sBErBhEoBoEfnksBngBoheBdD-BECBngsEdUegkqB
Dg BresorckocrngLHBvsBohereBDgqBge-BErBfeg ngLBdeLnsdDonEgBDCCekongLB
 EwesonkBpDgarcfokqBfrEke cres BngoergDonEgDdBpDgarcfokqBkEEferDonEgBErB
rekELgnonEgBECBCErenLgBAc LwegosBDg BEr ersH

New legislation

There are numerous proqects pending with the legislator.

• First, the corporation law has been revised and the amendments entered into force 
on 1 January 2023. The most signijcant conseVuence regarding insolvency and 
restructuring law is the abolishment of the corporation moratorium pursuant to article 
725a of the Federal Code of Obligations of 30 March 1911 (CO). The abolishment of 
this provision is compensated by the introduction of a new provision according to 
which the board of directors does not have to notify the bankruptcy court immediately 
if the over-indebtedness may be remedied in a period of 90 days. Furthermore, 
in contrast to the current law, the board of directors must already take action to 
ensure solvency in the event of impending illiVuidity. The revision has a new provision 
on liVuidity and provides for a soft revision of the provisions on capital loss and 
over-indebtedness. 

• Second, on 18 March 2022, the parliament voted on a package of amendments 
aiming at jghting abusive bankruptcies, which include among other things several 
amendments to the Debt Collection and Bankruptcy Act of 1889 (DCBA) and the CO. 
The amended provision should enter into force in 2025 (further details are not known 
at the time of writing). For instance, article 43 of the DCBA will be amended and allow 
bankruptcy proceedings for public claims (such as taxes).

• Third, on 18 March 2022, the parliament voted on the revision of the Federal 
Act on the Oversight of Insurance Companies, which among others introduces a 
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restructuring proceeding for insurance companies as an alternative to bankruptcy. 
The amendments will enter into force on 1 January 2024.

• Fourth, on 3 June 2022, the Federal Council sent an amendment to the DCBA 
regarding debt restructuring for private individuals. The amendment aims to provide 
insolvent private individuals with a simplijed composition proceeding as a means to 
reorganise their debts. For cases where the jnancial situation of the private individual 
is hopeless, the Federal Council aims to introduce a bankruptcy-like restructuring 
proceeding.

• Fifth, on 22 June 2022, the Federal Council sent another amendment to the DCBA 
regarding digitalisation in the debt enforcement system for consultation. The Federal 
Council intends to increase the possibilities of digitalisation in the debt enforcement 
system in the future, for example by allowing cantonal debt collection o‘ces to have 
Switzerland-wide access to residentsK database when needed. This would also help 
in the jght against the misuse of debt collection register information. Furthermore, 
electronic service, and in particular the use of electronic loss certijcates, is intended 
to be regulated in a clearer way. The draft sent to consultation also suggests 
the introduction of online auctions for movables. In addition, further punctual 
amendments are foreseen in the draft.
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